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On my fifth night in Botswana this 
spring, as we gathered for drinks before 
dinner, I got into a discussion with 

a number of safari repeaters about what it is 
about the bush that draws us back and makes 
us feel that there is “no bad day on safari.” I 
mentioned the strange feeling of homecoming 
or familiarity that many feel when they arrive 
in east or southern Africa for the first or fifth 
time. Some say that instant nostalgia comes 
from deep race memory or an awareness on a 
genetic level that the Great Rift Valley is where 
our species originated. There is also a return 
to a more primitive way of living in the bush. 
If you are doing it right and spending some of 
your time sleeping under canvas, you are falling 
asleep to the sounds of night creatures and wak-
ing up to bird calls. You spend your mornings 
and evenings on game drives. You become alert 
to the sounds of frogs and monkeys and learn to 
decipher them—alarm calls of crested barbets, 
warning cries of male impalas and baboon 
growls. You study tracks in the sand for mean-
ing. How fresh are paw prints? Was a kill being 
dragged? Is it a male traveling alone or females 
together? Tracking on game drives forces you to 
be more alive to the here and now and intensely 
aware of your surroundings. 

There is something elemental and powerful 
about being that switched on, with all of your 
senses on high alert. Maybe that is why the 
memories seem to be etched more deeply too. I 

can vividly remember the morning on my very 
first safari, at age twelve, when elephants came 
just outside our tents at Amboseli, as well as 
the smell of the fires lit in our rooms each dawn 
at the Mount Kenya Safari Club. I can recall 
the electric fear I felt on the night my husband 
and I woke up to the sound of hyenas lapping 
water from the tin basins outside our mobile 
tent in Tanzania and remember just how the 
grass glistened with dew the morning we took 
a hot-air balloon ride over the Serengeti on 
my son’s tenth birthday. In the wild, your days 
are stripped of distractions, and you return to 
a purer existence. The sunsets and sunrises 
bookend your days in a way that tunes you back 
into nature’s rhythms. You also seesaw between 
being quietly patient, as you scan the horizon 
for a cheetah on a termite mound or the flick of 
a leopard’s tail in the bush, and being intensely 
focused when you spot the animal. Both states 
stand in stark relief to our normal routine of 
distraction mixed with periods of attention. 

In the wild you’re unplugged from the white 
noise of your workaday life and a stranger 
in new surroundings. This returns you to a 
childlike state of wonder. You are a sponge for 
knowledge, and you have to surrender control 
over your safety to a stranger, a guide who you 
may know nothing about except that his name is 
Goodman or Broken and that he has spent years 
training to be an expert in the wild. You may go 
on a walking safari and come around a corner 
and see lions or a hippo. Your guide may have a 
rifle with him, but what if there are seven lions? 
You’d better hope that he can stare them down 
and keep you safe. These are among the reasons 
why I find being in the bush exhilarating and en-
riching, no matter how often I have been—and 
why, for me, there is no bad day on safari. 

on my mind

The Magic of Safari
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About	Indagare	
Indagare comes from the 
Latin word that means to 

seek, scout, discover. Indagare 
Travel is a high-end travel company 
with robust online editorial content 
and a boutique in-house travel 
agency. We travel, we write, and we 
plan memorable journeys for our 
members. To learn about our travel 
community, visit www.indagare.com 
or call 212-988-2611. Annual  
membership rates begin at $325.

	Bookings
At Indagare you can 
research ideas for a trip on 

our site and consult with a specialist 
on the phone or by email to create, 
refine or expand your itinerary. Our 
Bookings Team can help you with 
something as simple as a hotel room 
or as complex as creating a multi-
stop itinerary. We also have special 
rates and amenities at hundreds of 
properties. Email bookings@ 
indagare.com or call 212-988-2611.

	Insider	Trips
Insider Trips are special 
journeys designed exclu-

sively for Indagare members. With 
their insider access, mapped-out 
itineraries and exciting immersion in 
far-flung destinations, the trips offer 
members a rich and rewarding way 
to explore the world. Upcoming des-
tinations include Bhutan, Cuba and 
Myanmar. For more information,  
call 646-963-2242 or email  
info@indagare.com.

The World of Indagare
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 Indagare Plus members who book through indagare receive preferential rates and/or 
special amenities at the properties with the indagare plus symbol.
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why go now

Iceland Rising
Iceland, about midway between North America and Europe, is an adventure 
traveler’s dream destination. Mara Hoberman and Simone Girner report.

F irst-time visitors to 
Iceland should focus 
on exploring Reykjavik 

and the Golden Circle, a route 
outside the capital that passes 
through some of the country’s 
most visited tourist attractions, 
like the Gullfoss Waterfall 
and the geysers. The more 
extreme activities are found 
in the country’s interior, most 
of which is accessible only via 
a four-wheel drive vehicle or 
helicopter. The northern coast 
holds more natural treasures, 
many of them explored only 
by return visitors or travelers 
spending more than a week in 
the country.

STAY
Kvosin Hotel
Housed in an early 1900s 
building, this charming and 

playful hotel offers a variety 
of accommodations equipped 
with kitchenettes. Décor is 
elegant and modern, with gray, 
white and light-wood accents 
and pops of color. The cheery 
lobby also serves as a combina-
tion café/gourmet grocery/gift 
shop. 4 Kirkjutorg; 354-571-
4460. Read Indagare’s review. 

101 Hotel
The striking black-and-white 
décor of this sexy boutique 
hotel is accented with lush and 
varied textures, like cowhide-
upholstered couches and 
tree-trunk accent tables. There 
are just thirty-eight open-plan 
rooms, but such amenities as 
a small gym, steam room and 
Jacuzzi are excellent. 10 Hver-
fisgata; 354-5800-101. Read 
Indagare’s review.

Hótel Borg
The grand four-star, 1930s 
Hótel Borg offers a sense 
of old-world glamour, with 
touches like monographed el-
evator doors and Art Deco sil-
ver service. The fifty-six rooms 
have parquet floors and black-
marble-clad bathrooms. Don’t 
expect a bevy of amenities: 
there’s no turndown service, 
and room service is limited. 11 
Pósthússstraeti; 354-5511-440. 
Read Indagare’s review.

Hotel Grimsborgir
Set in the picturesque Golden 
Circle countryside and offering 
views of the River Sog and 
snow-capped mountains, this 
hotel boasts beautiful one- to 
four-bedroom apartments 
that are more like comfortable 
cottages. Accommodations are 

Above: Gullfoss Waterfall; 
Opposite: Icelandic puffins

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/iceland/iceland-iceland/reykjavik/hotels/hotel-kvosin/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/iceland/iceland-iceland/reykjavik/hotels/hotel-kvosin/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/iceland/iceland-iceland/reykjavik/hotels/101-hotel/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/iceland/iceland-iceland/reykjavik/hotels/101-hotel/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/iceland/iceland-iceland/reykjavik/hotels/hotel-borg/
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sizeable and decorated in an 
all-white Hamptons-chic style. 
30 Asborgir Selfoss; 354-555-
7878. Read Indagare’s review. 

Ion Hotel
The Ion Hotel’s modern archi-
tecture and chic décor were 
designed to fit into the land-
scape of nearby Thingvellir 
National Park. An L.A.-based 
team of Iceland-born, archi-
tects and designers expanded 
the forty-three-room property 
(which had been housing for 
power plant staff ) with eco-
friendly materials and funky 
touches. 801 Selfoss Nesjavellir 
vid Thingvallavatn; 354-482-
3415. Read Indagare’s review. 

EAT
Grillid
With a grand circular dining 
room surrounded by floor-to-
ceiling windows, this classic 
favorite provides an unparal-
leled view of Reykjavik and the 
Snæfell glacier. The seasonal 
menu focuses on modern 
Icelandic dishes made with 
local products. Next door is 
Astrobar, a swanky 1960s-era 
cocktail bar. 107 Hagatorg 
Radisson Blu; 354-525-9960

101 bar
The weekend scene at the 101 
reflects the hotel’s stylish de-
sign. Dress to impress and be 
prepared to spend around $20 

for a cocktail. The many cozy 
seating nooks and gas fireplace 
make this a romantic spot. 10 
Hverfisgata; 354-5800-101 

Baejarins Beztu Pylsur 
The flagship stand of this pop-
ular stand is located on Reyk-
javik’s waterfront. Despite the 
intimidating name—it means 
“best hot dogs in town”— it’s 
popular with both locals and 
visitors, most famously Bill 
Clinton. Order eina mid öllu 
to get a dog with the works. 
Corner of Pósthússtraeti and 
Tryggvagata 

Grill Market 
The centrally located Grill 
Market is a swank setting with 
low lighting and sultry décor. 
The kitchen uses ingredients 
that are fresh from the farm, 
so the menu changes accord-

ing to what is in season. 101 
Laekjargata; 354-571-7777

Mokka Kaffi
Reykjavik’s oldest coffee shop, 
which opened in 1958, is 
located on a serene side street 
and attracts creative types who 
while away the afternoon over 
hot chocolate and marzipan-
covered cakes. Order a mokka, 
a rectangular pastry with a 
cream-and-jam filling and a 
chocolate glaze. 3A Skolavor-
oustig; 354-5521-174 

Rangá
The restaurant of the Hótel 
Rangá, located a forty-five-
minute drive from Reykjavik, 
on the island’s southern shore, 
looks rustic but serves sophis-
ticated dishes featuring Ice-
land’s best homegrown ingre-
dients. The specialty, fish soup, 

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/iceland/iceland-iceland/off-the-beaten-path-iceland-iceland/hotels/hotel-grimsborgir/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/iceland/iceland-iceland/off-the-beaten-path-iceland-iceland/hotels/ion-hotel/
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is a flavorful, Asian-influenced 
hot stew. Suðurlandsvegu, 851 
Hella; 354-4875-700 

Fjörubordid
This rustic seaside restaurant 
in the fishing village Stokkseyri 
has communal wood tables 
and a chalkboard menu. Order 
lobster by the pound, grilled in 
butter and served with bread, 
different sauces and salads. 3A 
Eyrarbraut, Stokkseyri; 354-
4831-550 

SHOP
Blue Lagoon
The Blue Lagoon’s line of 
beauty products is designed to 
purify and revitalize with natu-
ral minerals. 15 Laugavegur 

Börn Náttúrunnar
Conceived by two locals as a 
boutique that encourages chil-
dren’s magical creativity, Börn 
is filled with old-world toys, 
from chiffon fairy dresses and 
painted wooden swords and 
shields to colorful mobiles. 17a 
Skólavördustíg; 354-5523-033

Kraum
Dedicated to Icelandic designs, 
this home store is a fun place 
to browse housewares and 
fashions. 10 Aðalstræti; 354-
517-7797

Spaksmannsspjarir
Launched by design duo Björg 
and Vala in 1993, this boutique 
is set up like an art gallery, 

with rows of white manne-
quins displaying original and 
daring designs. The impossi-
ble-to-pronounce name (for 
foreigners) means “wise man’s 
clothing.” 11 Bankastraeti; 
354-5512-090 

Steinunn
Icelandic designer Steinunn 
Sigurdar, who has worked 
for Gucci and Ralph Lauren, 
creates elegant knitwear in 
ultrasoft materials. 17 Gran-
dagarður; 354-588-6649 

SEE/DO
Hallgrímskirkja
The Hallgrímskirkja is a prime 
example of Expressionist 
architecture. The church was 

Clockwise: a dish from Fish Company; the Spakmannsspjurir 
boutique; a room at Hotel Ion; Smabatahofnin Akureyri Vetur
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inspired by the basalt columns 
found at such waterfalls as 
Svartifoss in Skaftafell Na-
tional Park, its central tower is 
formed by wings starting low 
and rising dramatically. 121 
Skolavorduholti

Haukadular Valley
Visiting the geysers Geysir 
and Strokkur in this valley is 
a tourist must, but be sure to 
go early to avoid crowds. The 
geysers erupt up to 100 feet 
high every few minutes. 

Reykjavik Art Museum
The city’s contemporary-art 
museum is spread across 
three locations. Don’t miss 
the paintings and sculpture 

at Kjarvalsstadir exhibition 
hall and contemporary works 
at Hafnarhus, in downtown 
Reykjavik, near the waterfront. 
105 Flókagata Kjarvalsstadir; 
354-517-1290

Jokulsarlon Glacier icebergs
At the Jokulsarlon Glacier La-
goon, you can watch icebergs 
that have broken off from the 
glacier as they float out to sea. 
Before being carried off by the 
crashing waves, some of the 
bergs rest on the black sand 
beaches, looking like spark-
ing diamonds on the dramatic 
dark background. Exploring 
the lagoon by zodiac boat is 
a great way to see the larger 
icebergs up close. 

Thingvellier National Park
This park along the Golden 
Circle is the site of the world’s 
first parliament, founded by 
the Vikings in 930, where an 
elected speaker would climb 
onto a rock and recite laws 
and arbitrate disputes. The 
area also contains a major rift 
between the North American 
and Eurasian tectonic plates. 
801 Selfoss; 354-482-2660

Blue Lagoon
Everyone has seen photo-
graphs of the Blue Lagoon, but 
it’s still stunning to arrive at 
the fabled geothermal baths 
and realize that the Tech-
nicolor hues are real. It is one 
of Iceland’s most visited attrac-
tions, so if you’re squeamish 
about sharing what amounts 
to a gigantic hot tub with thou-
sands of other people, this is 
not the place for you. Note: the 
VIP area has a private smaller 
bath. 354-420-8800

Indagare Access
Indagare’s preferred Iceland 
operator arranges helicopter 
trips and visits to the Golden 
Circle, hot springs, ice lagoons, 
volcanoes, waterfalls and off-
the-beaten-path spots. Contact 
our Bookings Team for a 
customized itinerary.

Visit www.indagare.com to read our 
full Iceland destination report.
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Even with its fantastic panoramas and an 
enticing location—between northern Italy 
and Sardinia, some fifty-five miles from 

the western Italian coast—Corsica has remained 
a largely unspoiled Mediterranean destination. 

Lay of the Land
Corsica is only 111 miles long and 50 miles wide, 
but its geography is amazingly diverse. In a mat-
ter of an hour or so, you can go from Porto-Vec-
chio’s powdery white-sand beach in the south 
to the lush green mountains inland near Corte 
or Vizzavona’s forests, a trekker’s paradise filled 
with cascading waterfalls, snow-capped peaks 
and wild orchids. Thanks to its varied terrain 
and surrounding sea, the island offers just about 
every possible outdoor activity, from deep-sea 
fishing to horseback riding and hiking in the 
unspoiled, rugged north. As one expects from a 
French destination, Corsica boasts an impres-
sive number of Michelin-starred restaurants, 
which take full advantage of the island’s natural 

bounty. The best dining experiences, of course, 
are alfresco, with sea views.

In roughly two and a half hours, you can drive 
from a major city on one coast to another on 
the opposite coast, say from Porto-Vecchio to 
Bastia or Calvi to Bastia. Although some of the 
roads are winding and narrow, the main arteries 
are well paved, and the majority of the island is 
quite easy to get around. 

When to Go
The loveliest months are June and September, 
before and after the summer tourist onslaught. 
At Easter, there are unusual religious proces-
sions like the famous Catenacciu in Sartène, and 
the maquis is ablaze with fragrant wildflowers. 
Many hotels and shops close during the winter 
but reopen for the Christmas holidays.

Top Country Escape: Domaine de Murtoli
Set on a sprawling, 2,500-hectare estate, Mur-

island escape

Top Ten Corsica
Indagare contributor Lanie Goodman visits the French island and finds a 
glorious destination for getting off the beaten path.

Off the coast of Domaine de Murtoli; 
a dish from Hotel Casadelmar
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toli’s seventeen stone houses accommodate from 
two to thirteen guests. The property also offers 
private pools, a golf course, two restaurants 
and two breathtaking sandy coves, making it 
one of Corsica’s most coveted places to stay. In 
addition to the bucolic charm, Murtoli offers 
copious breakfasts, delivered to your doorstep 
and featuring products made on the property, 
from goat’s cheese to fruit jams. Read Indagare’s 
full hotel review. 

Top Hip Hideaway: Hôtel Casadelmar
This stylish thirty-four-room property boasts 
a Michelin-star restaurant, suites with lovely 
sea views, a state-of-the-art ESPA and a heated 
infinity pool. It’s a restful, refined haven, geared 
to international clients who enjoy lazing around 
the twenty-five-meter pool and an afternoon of 
spa treatments. The décor dazzles the eye, espe-
cially the luminous split-level white lobby and 
bar, equipped with red and violet Frigerio stools. 
Read Indagare’s full hotel review.

Top Spa: Clarins 
Housed in the Grand Hôtel de la Cala Rossa, 
the Clarins Spa offers signature Cala Rossa 
sculpting massages with essential pinewood 
or Corsican immortelle oils—an ideal way to 
unwind after a day exploring. Cala Rossa, Lecci 
de Porto-Vecchio; 33-0-4-95-71-61-51

Top Corsican Restaurant: A Pignata
This restaurant offers a dining experience well 
worth the drive up the winding mountain roads. 
A Pignata is as authentic as it gets, offering 
an abundance of local terroir specialties. The 
farm-to-table restaurant is adored by both 
well-heeled locals from Porto-Vecchio and 
farm families who live down the road. Route du 
Pianu, Levie; 33-0-4-95-78-41-90

Top Romantic Spot: La Table de Cala Rossa
This elegant Michelin-starred restaurant offers 
superb Mediterranean cuisine served in a casual 
holiday atmosphere on a garden terrace shaded 
by umbrella pines with a view of the turquoise 
sea. The chef is a wizard with seafood, but the 
imaginative menu offers an impressive variety 
of dishes made with locally sourced ingredients. 
Lecci de Porto-Vecchio; 33-0-4-95-71-61-51

Top Shop for Local Treasures: Casanera
This contemporary, black-walled boutique is 
teeming with unique gifts that capture the pun-
gent fragrances of Corsica’s flowering maquis, 
from beauty creams and essential oils to candles 
and soaps. It also carries an eye-catching assort-
ment of handcrafted jewelry. Rue du Générale 
De Gaulle; 33-0-4-95-77-26 80

Top Spot for Picnic Essentials:  
La Cantina de L’Orriu
This popular specialty shop in the middle of 
Porto-Vecchio is chockablock with wicker 

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/france/corsica/south/hotels/domaine-de-murtoli/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/france/corsica/south/hotels/domaine-de-murtoli/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/france/corsica/south/hotels/hotel-casadelmar/
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baskets, dangling sausages and other gourmet 
goodies and authentic Corsican products. Stock 
up for a picnic, or unwind in the cozy wine bar, 
where you can sample the island’s top vintages. 
5 Cours Napoléon; 33-0-4-95-70-26-21

Top Water Activity: Rent a Boat
Many of the region’s crystalline coves are ac-
cessible only by boat. Charter a private craft 
to explore Corsica’s powdery white sand and 
turquoise shallows, as well as the granite rocks 
of the Lavezzi Islands and serene lagoons in the 
Scandola Reserve. Contact the Indagare Book-
ings Team to arrange a charter. 

Top Day Trip: Wine Region
The village of Patrimonio, located in Corsica’s 
answer to Napa Valley on the verdant Nebbio 
region’s coast, offers an official wine-tasting trail 
of thirty award-winning vineyards. The shallow 
rocky limestone soil of the Nebbio is ideal for 

Vermentinu, a white grape with almond and 
apple notes, and Nielluccui, a mellow, fleshy red 
grape with aromas of red berries, violets, apricot 
and licorice. For more information, visit www.
indagare.com, or contact our Bookings Team at 
212-988-2611.

Top Summer Festival: Les Nuits de Guitare
Patrimonio’s Les Nuits de Guitare brings 
together international guitar virtuosos from the 
classical, pop, rock, Gypsy manouche, flamenco 
and jazz worlds in the magical setting of a 
grassy moonlit seaside park near an illuminated 
16th-century honey-stone church. www.festival-
guitare-patrimonio.com.

This is only a selection of Indagare’s Corisca destination 
report. To read more recommendations on where to stay, 
dine, shop and what to see and do on Corsica, visit www.
indagare.com. Indagare members can contact our book-
ings team’s travel specialists for assistance planning a 
trip, including expert guidence on plotting an itinerary and 
customized recommendations. Call 212-988-2611.

Clockwise: the town of Corte; a 
table on the beach at Domaine 
de Murtoli; Corsican spices
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Maldives Honeymoon
Newlywed Indagare members Will Menkes and Laura Holder spent their 
honeymoon in the Maldives. Here they recount the highlights of two beloved hotels.

We really had a great 
time on our hon-
eymoon. Our first 

hotel in the Maldives was the 
One&Only, which was fantas-
tic through and through. Our 
overwater villa was very spa-
cious and had incredible views. 
The room’s décor and finishes 
were perfect, very tasteful, 
comfortable and felt new and 
up-to-date. The resort did not 
feel crowded despite being 
over 90 percent occupied 
during our stay. The pool and 
little beach near the Reethi 
Restaurant are fun, with full 
service and private huts. There 
was also a great selection of 
watersports, and we paddle 
boarded and snorkeled. 

We paid several visits to 
the fitness center and the 
six-kilometer walking/run-

ning loop on the sandy path 
winding throughout the island. 
The food was also fantastic, 
especially at the private dinner 
we had on the beach. We also 
loved the wine-tasting course 
with the awesome sommelier. 
For true luxury, the One&Only 
was probably the best resort 
either of us has ever been 
to. I was shocked that the 
developers were able to build 
something so awesome in such 
a remote location. 

The second stop on our 
trip was the Four Seasons 
Kuda Huraa, which we loved 
for several reasons. We had a 
beautiful one-bedroom over-
water villa that was huge and 
featured an outdoor shower 
overlooking the water. I would 
recommend the Sunrise side of 
the resort, which has more of 

an untouched vibe. 
The hotel prides itself on 

personal service. Each employ-
ee remembered our names and 
made us feel that we were part 
of a community. The ameni-
ties were also great, including 
kayaking, snorkeling trips and 
sunset fishing. The food was 
quite good, especially at the 
romantic Reef Club. Other 
highlights were the cooking 
class, after which guests enjoy 
the meal they prepared at a 
table overlooking the ocean, 
and the amazing marine 
education center. It is clear 
that the resort is committed 
to preserving the environment 
and caring for the indigenous 
species of the islands. 

Read more member postcards on 
www.indagare.com.

Left to right: One&Only Reethi Rah; 
Four Seasons Kuda Huraa
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http://www.indagare.com/destinations/asia/maldives_region/maldives-maldives/hotels/one-reethi-rah/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/asia/maldives_region/maldives-maldives/hotels/four-seasons-kuda-huraa/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/asia/maldives_region/maldives-maldives/hotels/four-seasons-kuda-huraa/
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Clockwise from below: sidewalk seating 
at Le Comptoir; rooftop the rooftop bar Le 
Perchoir at BHV; a plate at Kei; Frenchie’s 
dining room
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food/wine

Paris Dining Now
In Paris, for every excellent brasserie there are twenty that aren’t up to snuff. Here 
Indagare’s Paris contributor Mara Hoberman picks les bonnes addresses to know. 

French cuisine is what many of us fantasize 
about as we prepare for a Paris trip. Here 
is Indagare’s diverse short-list of Paris’ 

restaurants to know now.

Classic Bistros
Tucked away on a quaint street in the 11th ar-
rondissement, Le Paul Bert is popular with lo-
cals and visitors, who come for the restaurant’s 
traditional fare, including its signature côte de 
boeuf, good wine selection and convivial atmo-
sphere. Up in Montmartre, Restaurant Miroir 
also has a loyal clientele, which flocks to this 
charming bistro for its reasonable prix fixe and 
chalkboard specials. Not far from the Pompidou 
Center is Benoit, which has been in business 
since 1912  and is now part of Alain Ducasse’s 
culinary empire. The food is what one expects 
from Ducasse (superb,) and the dining room 
is très français, outfitted with red banquettes, 
engraved glass windows and daily newspapers 
mounted on sticks. 

Allard, located in St.-Germain-des-Près, 
is another historic bistro now managed by 
Ducasse and also checks the requisite boxes in 
terms of bistro accouterments—zinc bar, tile 
floors, brass coat hooks—and menu staples, 
including beef filet with pepper sauce, roasted 
Bourbonnais chicken and crème caramel. 
Back on the Right Bank in the heart of Paris’s 
1st arrondissement, behind the Palais Royal 
and just steps from the Louvre, is the recently 
refurbished Bistro Valois, a good bet for a 
hearty, traditional French-style lunch. Two good 
alternatives to the numerous trendy, here-today-
gone-tomorrow restaurants in Le Marais are 
Café des Musées and L’Ami Louis. The former 
is a charming, inexpensive restaurant where you 
will find fashionable locals and hungry visitors 
enjoying generous portions of steak-frites. The 

latter is known for its roast chicken, celebrity 
clientele and high prices, but if you can score a 
reservation for one of the dozen tables, you’re in 
for a bistro experience, sassy waiter included.

Neo-Bistros
When Le Chateaubriand opened on a sleepy 

stretch of the now übertrendy Oberkampf 
neighborhood in 2006, it immediately racked 
up rave reviews for its contemporary take on 
traditional bistro fare. Today the dining room is 
still packed in the evenings for the unique prix 
fixe. Frenchie, despite its casual décor is one 
of the hardest reservations to score. The prix 
fixe offers limited options, but those looking for 
delicacies like foie gras and ris de veau will find 
them here. Septime, located on Rue Charonne 
(a blossoming restaurant row in the 11th ar-
rondissement), offers a unique five-course carte 
blanche tasting menu everyday. On the scene 
only since 2013, Bones (also in the 11th) offers 
a share-friendly menu featuring house-cured 
charcuterie and seafood carpaccio. No stranger 
to Paris’s high-end dining scene, Michelin-
starred chef Yannick Alleno opened Terroir 
Parisien in 2012.  As its name suggests, the 
restaurant’s farm-to-table cuisine is based on Ile 
de France–sourced products.  With only a dozen 
or so tables in its Art Deco dining room, Comp-
toir du Relais St. Germain is packed with 
fans of chef Yves Camdeborde’s elevated French 
comfort food. Located in the rapidly gentrifying 
9th arrondissement, Restaurant Richer doesn’t 
take reservations, but joining the young couples 
waiting, glasses of wine in hand, on the sidewalk 
for the well-priced fare is part of the experience. 
During the spring and summer months, Mon-
sieur Bleu, the fine dining restaurant inside the 
Palais de Tokyo, opens its doors onto a splendid 
plaza. The unbeatable view of the Eiffel Tower 
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makes for a magical setting in which to enjoy 
nouvelle cuisine and sophisticated cocktails. 
Georges also serves up modern French cuisine 
accompanied by an incredible view, this one 
from the top of the Pompidou Center. When vis-
iting the Louvre, Café Marly, whose the terrace 
overlooks I.M. Pei’s pyramid, is a great spot for 
a pre- or postmuseum bite. At the magnificent 
Grand Palais, don’t miss a chance to enjoy clas-
sic bistro fare in the palm tree–lined terrace of 
the MiniPalais restaurant.

Foodie Hot Spots 
The latest bonne adresse to open on the hip Rue 
Oberkampf, Pierre Sang, has foodies lining up 
around the block for the chef ’s inventive mix of 
traditional French and Asian cuisines. Pierre 
Gagnaire, known for his molecular gastronomy, 
continues to earn rave reviews at his eponymous 
restaurant in the 8th arrondissement. Kei Ko-
bayashi, who honed his skills working for Alain 
Ducasse, now presides over his own kitchen at 
Kei, which serves Japanese-French fusion fare 
in an all-white dining room. Another foodie se-
cret is Sola, a spectacularly innovative Japa-
nese-French restaurant on a lovely side street 
near the Île de la Cité. A popular foodie destina-
tion since 2006, American chef Daniel Rose’s 

Spring features an open kitchen and a daily 
tasting menu centered on seasonal market-fresh 
ingredients. At L’Abeille, in the Shangri-la Ho-
tel, Michelin-starred chef Philippe Labbé turns 
out splurge-worthy haute cuisine. In-the-know 
diners head to the small Left Bank Restaurant 
Itinéraires for chef Sylvain Sendra’s carte 
blanche menu, which features dishes made with 
regional specialties. Known for his vegetable-
heavy menu, David Toutain (formerly of Agapé 
Substance) now has his own restaurant near 
Les Invalides: Restaurant David Toutain, a 
minimalist dining room decorated with natural 
wood, concrete and handmade ceramics. 

Those looking for a break from typical French 
fare will welcome the South American– and 
Asian-inspired tapas at Le Mary Celeste, a 
hipster hangout in the Haute Marais that also 
serves shucked oysters and fabulous cocktails.

Top Wine Bars
Verjus, near the Palais Royal, is a welcome 
respite after a visit to the Louvre or a shopping 
excursion along Rue Faubourg Saint-Honoré. 
The ground-floor wine bar is walk-in friendly 
and offers a delicious small-plates menu. 
Legrand Filles et Fils, a grander option in the 
same area, is a high-end wine shop that offers 

Le Perchoir du Marais
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110 de Taillevent 195 Rue du 
Fauborg Saint-Honore,  
33 1 40 74 20 20
Allard 41 Rue St Andre des Arts,  
33 1 43 26 48 23
Benoit 22 Rue St. Marin,  
33 1 42 72 25 76
Bistro Valois 1 Bis Place Valois,  
33 1 42 61 35 04
Bones 43 Rue Godefroy Cavaignac, 
33 9 80 75 32 08
Café des Musées 49 Rue de 
Turenne, 33 1 42 72 96 17
Café Marly 93 Rue de Rivoli, 
33 1 49 26 06 60
Comptoir du Relais St.  
Germain 9 Carrefour de l’odeon,  
33 1 44 27 07 50
Frenchie 5 Rue de Nil, 
33 1 45 57 28 28
Georges 19 Rue Beauborg,  
33 1 44 78 47 99
Kei 5 Rue Coq Heron,  
33 1 42 33 14 74

L’Abeille 10 Avenue d’Iena,  
33 1 53 67 19 90
L’Ami Louis 32 Rue du Vertbois,  
33 1 48 87 77 48
Le Baron Rouge 1 Rue Theophile 
Rousel, 33 1 43 43 14 32
Le Chapeau Melon 92 Rue Re-
beca, 33 1 42 04 68 60
Le Chateaubriand 129 Avenue Par-
metier, 33 1 43 57 45 95
Le Dauphin 131 Avenue Parmentier, 
33 1 55 28 78 88
Legrand Filles et Fils 1 Rue de la 
Banque, 33 1 42 60 07 12
Le Mary Celeste 1 Rue Commines, 
33 9 80 72 98 83
Le Paul Bert 18 Rue Paul Bert,  
33 01 43 72 24 01
Le Perchoir 14 Rue Crespin du 
Gast, 33 1 48 06 18 48
Le Perchoir du BHV  
37 Rue de la Verrerie
MiniPalais 3 Avenue Winston 
Churchill, 33 1 42 56 42 42

Monsiuer Bleu 20 Avenue de New 
York, 33 1 47 20 90 47
Pierre Gagnaire 6 Rue Balzac,  
33 1 58 36 12 50
Pierre Sang  
55 Rue Oberkampf
Restaurant David Toutain 29 Rue 
Surcouf, 33 1 45 50 11 10 
Restaurant Itinéraires 5 Rue de 
Pontoise, 33 1 46 33 60 11
Restaurant Miroir 94 Rue des 
Martyrs, 33 1 46 06 50 73
Restaurant Richer 2 Rue Richer, 
22 1 48 24 44 80
Septime 80 Rue de Charone,  
33 1 43 67 38 29
Sola 12 Rue de l’Hotel Colbert,  
33 1 43 29 59 04
Spring 6 Rue Bailleul,  
33 1 45 96 05 72
Terroir Parisien 20 Rue St-Victor, 
33 1 44 31 54 54
Verjus 52 Rue de Richelieu,  
33 1 42 97 54 40

Paris Addresses Book

tasting flights. Located inside one of Paris’s 
most picturesque passages, this is an enchanting 
place to sample grand crus before purchasing a 
bottle or two to bring home. Le Baron Rouge, 
situated just off the Place d’Aligre (home to a 
fantastic produce market), is a neighborhood 
institution where wine is served straight out of 
the barrel and can be enjoyed with cheese and 
charcuterie. Offering an impressive 110 wines by 
the glass, 110 de Taillevent, near the Champs-
Elysées, is also an upscale (pricey) brasserie.  Le 
Dauphin, an offshoot of the popular neo-bistro 
Le Chateaubriand (and located just next door), 
serves organic wines and fantastic small plates 
in a small space designed by Rem Koolhaas. A 
favorite among the artsy crowd that has taken 
over the Belleville neighborhood, Le Chapeau 
Melon started as a wine cave and now offers a 
small but well-prepared prix-fixe menu. 

Newcomers Here to Stay
Bones, opened in early 2013, epitomizes the 
current Parisian craze for Brooklyn-chic design 
and farm-fresh locally sourced products. With 
its checkerboard tile floors and daily chalkboard 
menu, La Régalade Conservatoire is the latest 
neo-bistro by Bruno Doucet (La Régalade and 
Régalade St. Honoré) to become an instant 
classic. Opened in 2013, Le Perchoir, which 
translates as “the roost,” is a clandestine rooftop 
bar and restaurant located at the top of a nonde-
script office building in the 11th arrondissement. 
After enjoying a cocktail or a glass of wine and 
the stunning views of the city, head one flight 
down to the dining room for Provençale-style 
comfort food. A more centrally located outpost, 
the seasonal Le Perchoir du BHV (up through 
October) is set on the top floor of the famed 
BHV shopping center and has incredible views.

food/wine
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book review

Thailand: The Cookbook
Thailand is a land of lush vibrancy, from the flowing green 
rice paddies of rural Chang Mai to the bright neon lights 
of Bangkok and the turquoise waters of Koh Samui and 
Phuket. And the dynamism that defines this diverse 
topography is mimicked in Thai cuisine; tamari nd, kaffir 
lime leaves, lemongrass and ginger are all integral parts 
of traditional dishes. Now, Thailand: The Cookbook (pub-
lished Phaidon, $49.95), allows you to recreate the best 
of Thai cuisine at home—and wow guests with fragrant 
dishes that are surprisingly simple to make. 

Southeast Asian Flavors
A beautiful new cookbook showcases Thai cuisine at its best. Here are two recipes 
to know and recreate at home. 
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Phat Thai without Noodles
Origin: Central

Ingredients (for a meal that serves 2):
1  cup vegetable oil, for deep-frying
3½ oz extra firm tofu, cut into ½-inch cubes
1  shallot, finely chopped
3½  oz shoulder or pork loin, thinly sliced
2  tbsp pickled radish, chopped
10  uncooked shrimp, peeled and deveined
2  eggs, beaten
2  tbsp dried shrimp
4  teaspoons granulated sugar
1½  teaspoons lime juice
1  tbsp fish sauce
2-3   tbsp roasted peanuts, finely pounded, plus 

extra to garnish
3  red chiles, finely chopped
½  teaspoon chili flakes
1  cup bean sprouts
2   Chinese chives, cut into 1½-inch pieces
 Cilantro springs, to garnish

Directions:
Heat the oil for deep-frying in a wok or deep 
fryer to 350°F or until a cube of bread browns 
in 30 seconds. Deep-fry the tofu for 4-5 minutes 
or until golden brown. Remove with a slotted 
spoon and drain on paper towels.

Drain all but 3 tablespoons of the oil from the 
wok, then put over medium heat, add the shallot, 
and stir-fry for 2-3 minutes or until cooked. Add 
the pickled radish and shrimp and stir-fly for an-
other 2-3 minutes or until the shrimp are cooked.

Add the eggs and cook for 10 seconds. Add the 
dried shrimp and tofu and stir-fry for another 1 
minute. Increase the heat a little, add the sugar, 
lime juice, fish sauce, roasted peanuts, chile, and 
the chili flakes and quickly stir-fry for 1 minute. 
Add the bean sprouts and chives and stir 2-3 
times. Transfer to a serving dish, sprinkle with 
the reserved peanuts and the cilantro sprigs, 
and serve with raw vegetables and lime wedges.

Green Papaya Salad
Origin: Northeast

Ingredients (for a meal that serves 2):
3 bird’s eye chiles
5 cloves garlic
1 yard-long bean, cut into 1½-inch lengths
2 tomatoes, cut into small pieces
1  tbsp jaggery, palm sugar, or soft light 

brown sugar
1 tbsp roasted peanuts
1 tbsp dried shrimp
1 tbsp lime juice
2 limes, cut into wedges
1 tbsp fish sauce
2⁄3 cup julienned green papaya
 Grilled chicken, to serve

Directions:
Pound the chiles and garlic together in a mortar 
with a pestle, then add the beans and lightly 
crush. Add the tomato, sugar, roasted peanuts, 
dried shrimp, lime juice, lime wedges, and fish 
sauce to the mortar and gently mix together 
until the sugar has dissolved. Add the papaya 
and mix together. Serve either on its own or 
with grilled chicken.

Green papaya salad
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spotlight

Why Go Now: Sicily
The luckiest travelers arrive at a destination that’s on the cusp of being discovered 
by the world. The Italian island is one of those places, writes Simone Girner.

A salad laced with orange slices so sweet 
you can eat the peel; hilltop towns built 
from a honey-colored stone that turns 

incandescent during sunset; Christian churches 
erected atop Phoenician walls, adorned with 
Arab flourishes and covered in Byzantine 
mosaics; beaches ranging from gray pebbles to 
licorice-black sand; and always the vast prairie 
of the sea, stretching to the horizon in shimmer-
ing blues and greens. 

In his guidebook Palermo è una Cipolla, 
Roberto Alajmo argues that the Sicilian city 
is like an onion, with layers that are peeled off 
to reveal yet more layers. The same could be 
said of the island as a whole. Nearly the size of 
Massachusetts (it’s the Mediterranean’s largest 
island), Sicily offers an overwhelming variety of 
textures, tastes and experiences. Here are some 
of the things to consider when planning a trip.

Sicily is big.
“Only two weeks in Sicily?!” was an exclamation 
I heard a lot before I left on my trip. The truth 
is, I easily could have spent another two weeks 
there. The distances are significant: Driving 
from the east to the west coast takes about five 
hours. And that’s along the highway, when what 
you really want to do is meander along some of 
the world’s most glorious country roads. Given 
the island’s size, you should base yourself in one 
spot and rent a car for day trips. 

Another thing to consider is the number of 
ways to experience Sicily. Palermo is best for 
history, culture and blending into Sicilian life. 
Travelers who really want to understand the 
history and culture have to visit this high-
energy urban mess, which offers fantastic food, 
art and architecture. There’s nothing organized 
or high-end about the city, but if you have a 
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sense of adventure, it’s one of those wonderful 
places where you can feel like a local, helped 
by the fact that Palermo gets a fraction of the 
number of tourist groups that visit Syracuse or 
Taormina. The island’s southeast and southern 
coast are best for exploring bucolic countryside 
and Baroque-era towns. This area contains 
many of Sicily’s most famous sights, including 
the late Baroque towns of the Val di Noto, the 
mosaic-covered Villa Romana del Casale, the 
ceramics-producing town of Caltagirone and the 
Greek temples and architecture of Syracuse and 
Agrigento. Of course, the coastline fronting the 
Ionian Sea is glorious too.

Northeastern Sicily is best for visiting vine-
yards, hiking and resorts. Here you’ll find the 
small town of Taormina, the island’s best-known 
and most-visited resort, which is home to Sic-
ily’s two most luxurious hotels. The resort is 

also the country’s most touristy, and it can get 
mobbed during the summer months, especially 
during the days when large cruise ships dock in 
its bay. A thirty-to-forty-five-minute drive from 
Taormina is the massive Mount Etna regional 
park. There are many small agriturismo and 
family-run B&Bs in this part of Sicily, whose 
lush and verdant terrain produces top-rated 
wines. Remote western Sicily is best for return 
visitors, since its vast countryside is relatively 
little explored. Closer to Palermo on the north-
western shore lies Erice, a pretty hilltop town 
with sweeping views that’s the home to a cloister 
of nuns who make delicious sweets.

Finally, many travelers add a jaunt to the 
Aeolian Islands (see page 23) to their Sicilian 
sojourn. Seaside and island aficionados should 
consider visiting this archipelago of seven 
islands, including jet-setter favorite Panarea, 

Left to right: ceramics at Manago bou-
tique in Taormina; a temple at Selinunte; 

lunch at La Cialoma in Marzamemi 
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mini dr

tranquil Salina and tiny, unspoiled Filicudi. This 
is best done by boat, although you can also stay 
at the fabulous resort Capofaro on Salina. 

In short, decide what you want your trip’s 
focus to be, and then plot an itinerary to match, 
knowing that you will probably not get to see 
everything on your list.

Sicily is not high-luxury.
For picky travelers, Sicily’s main challenge is the 
rarity of true luxury hotels. There are only two 
five-star properties, and both are in Taormina, 
the island’s most touristy town. To wake up in 
gorgeous Syracuse, buzzing Palermo or one 
of the late-Baroque hilltop towns, you have to 
compromise, in some places more than in oth-
ers. Many of the smaller towns have fine family-
run B&Bs and even the occasional chic boutique 
hotel, like the lovely 7 Rooms in Noto. Palermo 
is tough, as the central hotels are basic and the 
resort just outside the city center is an expensive 
cab ride from the historic center.

 “Sicily does that —it challenges you, gets under your 
skin, invades your dreams and makes you accept 
that you will never know it fully. All you can do is plan 
a return trip to peel back one more layer.”

I gladly accept a little less comfort in return 
for experiences like taking a midnight walk 
under a full moon through deserted Ortygia, 
the old town of Syracuse, sitting in a velvet-clad 
box for an opera in Palermo’s Teatro Massimo or 
having the stunning cathedral of Monreale, near 
Palermo, practically to myself. But that’s a per-
sonal preference, and the lack of luxury should 
be seriously and honestly weighed.

Sicily is an adventure, and a little Italian goes 
a long way.
Because the island has not been overly devel-
oped for tourism, exploring is unscripted, mak-
ing it a destination for travelers who can go with 
the flow. Speaking a little Italian helps tremen-
dously. Luckily, locals are kind hosts who are 
eager to show off their island and make travelers 
feel welcome. When I asked about the menu at 
one restaurant in Modica, a solo diner ended 
up practically sitting at our table to explain 
the local cuisine. At a gas station en route to 

Marzamemi
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Belmond	Grand	Hotel	Timeo
Timeo’s trump card is its location, 
perched on a hilltop beside the ruins 
of Taormina’s Greek Theater. Boats 
bob in the bay below, while Mount 
simmers in the distance. The hotel 
was once a private home, and later 
became the grande dame hotel of 
Taormina, popular with the arts and 
culture set. When Belmond (then Ori-
ent Express) took over the property 
in 2008, it poured $15 million into 
renovations, which included lowering 
the room count to just seventy, thus 
creating more space and light. Meals 
on the terrace are sublime. 
Read Indagare’s full review.

Belmond	Villa	Sant’Andrea
This lovely villa, the Grand Hotel 
Timeo’s more casual sister, is located 
right on Taormina’s pebble beach, 
making it a perfect haven in which to 
end a busy Sicily itinerary. It has just 
sixty-five rooms and suites, all except 
for seven with glorious sea views. In-
teriors are tasteful, with light drapes, 
painted shutters and cushioned 
headboards. The Sant’Andrea’s 
private beach, the largest stretch 
of any fronted by the hotels lining 
this cove, is nevertheless small, but 
spending an afternoon here is glori-
ously relaxing.  
Read Indagare’s full review.

7	Rooms
Of Sicily’s trinity of late Baroque 
towns—Modica, Ragusa, Noto—the 
last is the most buzzing, with a 
handful of newcomers bringing new 
life to the historic setting. One of the 
first of these to open, in 2010, was 
7 Rooms, a stylish boutique hotel 
housed in a restored palazzo. The 
spacious suites blend historic details 
with modern design. Breakfast is a 
convivial affair, in which guests min-
gle on the stunning owner’s terrace, 
which she graciously shares along 
with the rest of her private abode. It 
has unparalleled views of Noto.  
Read Indagare’s full review.

Where to Stay
For picky travelers, Sicily’s main challenge of is the rarity of luxury hotels. Here are two five-star resorts in 
Taormina and an exquisite boutique property in the charming town of Noto.

Palermo, dashing Roberto walked me through 
the bizarre system of Sicilian self-service while a 
car full of ladies dressed in Sunday best waited 
patiently. And in Noto, a bevvy of elderly gentle-
men descended on my husband when he parked 
in a spot they knew would be off-limits due to a 
festival later in the day.

Sicily is surprising.
Who knew that Sicily has six UNESCO World 
Heritage sites? That Palermo, mainly cited 
for its traffic, trash and Mafia, has a wealth of 
churches filled with absolutely awe-inspiring 
art? That Agrigento, Segesta and Selinunte 
can boast archeological sites rivaling those of 
Greece and Turkey? And who would believe 
that even well-known tourist attractions like 
Villa Romana del Casale and Syracuse’s Greek 
Theater remain relatively uncrowded, especially 
during the off season. Every single day of my 
trip brought aha moments of discovery, from 

the heartbreaking beauty of the Val di Noto—a 
favorite drive is Modica to Noto along SP 17—to 
unexpected flavor combinations during the 
many memorable meals: a pasta sauce of sar-
dines, tomato, bread crumbs, raisins and capers.

Sicily is not Italy.
Thanks to its strategic location and incred-

ible natural beauty and resources, Sicily has 
had a long list of conquerors and rulers, from 
Greeks and Romans to Byzantines and Arabs, 
with a dash of German, French and Spanish, 
Is it any wonder that today’s locals identify as 
Sicilian first and Italian a distant second? Most 
influential of the immigrants were the Greeks, 
who inhabited the island from 750 through 242 
BC, and the Arabs, in residence from AD 827 
through 1091,  who both left brilliant reminders 
of their occupation all across the island.

After Italian unification, in 1861 (some 
eighty-five years after U.S. independence), a 

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/italy/sicily-sicily_region/taormina-mount-etna/hotels/belmond-grand-hotel-timeo/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/italy/sicily-sicily_region/taormina-mount-etna/hotels/belmond-villa-sant-andrea/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/italy/sicily-sicily_region/southeastern-sicily/hotels/7-rooms/
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number of devastating land reforms drove the 
bulk of Sicily’s peasant population into abject 
poverty. There was a mass exodus, and at the 
turn of the 18th century, Sicilians were among 
the largest groups emigrating to the United 
States. In 1943 the island was invaded, in a sort 
of practice run for Normandy, by U.S. and Brit-
ish forces, which drove the German army north 
but it was also bombed heavily, flattening whole 
Palermo neighborhoods. The postwar power 
vacuum, as burgeoning political parties strug-
gled to gain footing, resulted in the ascendance 
of formerly small-time criminal families. Books 
have been written about the savvy wheeling 
and dealing of the Cosa Nostra in the rubble of 
1950s Sicily. The mafia’s tight grip on the island, 
at its bloody height during the 1970s and ‘80s, 
has only recently been loosened.

For the modern-day explorer, this long and 
varied history means a rich journey of discovery. 
Every region has its own culinary specialties, 
from sardine-laced pasta along the eastern 
coast to ricotta-stuffed cannoli in Palermo and 
crispy grilled lamb at Mount Etna. The different 
influences can also be seen on the city streets: 
in some Palermo neighborhoods, for instance. 
signs are written in Italian, Arabic and Hebrew, 
reminding the visitor of the city’s gilded age 
under Arab and subsequent Norman rule. All 
this variety makes for fascinating exploring, and 
there is a long list of excellent books to pore over 
and films to view before you go.

Book with Indagare: 
Indagare members can contact our Bookings Team for 
help with compiling a customized itinerary to Sicily (and 
beyond). A travel specialist will work with you, select-
ing the best hotels and personalizing daily activities and 
restaurant recommendations. Call us at 212-988-2611.

Sicily is time travel.
Every generation experiences it: discussing 
trips. parents and their friends talk about the 
destinations visited and how nothing is as it 
used to be. “When we went …” starts many 
a story about authentic seafood restaurants 
manned by a fisherman’s family, major sights 
practically deserted, easy access to scenic coves 
that have long since turned into exclusive beach 
clubs. Anytime my parents talk of past travel, 
it sounds a million times more spontaneous, 
genuine and adventurous than mine.

Sicily is an exception. The island today is 
straight out of my parents’ stories about 1970s 
Italy. The businesses are still predominantly 
mom-and-pop, and no one seems keen on (or 
good at) ripping off visitors. There were restau-
rants that I ate at during my trip where I almost 
begged the owner to charge more and quaint 
cafés where I wanted to tell the staff to start 
selling the cute espresso cups because people 
would buy them.

Sicilians are unapologetically set in their 
ways. This is frustrating for many of today’s 
movers and shakers, who want to make 
lasting changes, especially in the hospitality 
industry. But for visitors, it means the pres-
ervation of the sort of old-world travel that is 
hard to find these days. A friend based in Italy 
emailed me some tips before my trip, among 
them: “At Piccolo Napoli in Palermo, be sure 
to have the ricotta-filled cannoli. I cried while 
eating it, because it tasted like the dessert I 
used to eat with my dad’s family growing up.” 
Sure enough, I had my own Sicily moments 
that moved me to tears. The island does 
that —it challenges you, gets under your skin, 
invades your dreams and ultimately makes 
you accept that you will never know it fully. 
All you can do is plan a return trip to peel 
back one more layer.

spotlight
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island escape

Aeolian Islands’ Capofaro
Salina is known for its verdant landscapes and arguably the archipelago’s most 
luxurious resort, as Simone Girner discovers.

V isitors receive their first hint of what 
to expect from the resort’s full name: 
“Capofaro Malvasia and Resort.” Malva-

sia is a grape variety indigenous to this region, 
particularly the lush island of Salina, and the 
property encompasses six hectares of hillside 
vineyards whose neat rows of green vines look 
over the sea. With just eighteen rooms, the bou-
tique resort feels calm and exclusive even in the 
high season, when Salina, although not as much 
of a party island as neighboring Panarea, can get 
crowded, especially with day trippers. Rooms 
and suites are housed in low-slung, white-
washed bungalows, all of which have shaded 
terraces and blend seamlessly into the agricul-
tural landscapes. In typical Aeolian style, inte-
riors are stripped and minimal. Windows are 
small (don’t expect floor-to-ceiling sea views), in 
part due to the soaring summer temperatures. 
The best accommodations are the corner suites, 
which feel private and secluded.

The place to hang out is the multilevel 
restaurant terrace, which offers stunning views 

of Panarea and Stromboli rising out of the 
sparkling Tyrrhenian Sea. The large pool is a 
nice touch, especially considering that, like the 
other Aeolian Islands, Salina doesn’t have much 
of a beach. This is the kind of place where you 
want to settle in with a good book, interspersing 
meals with pool dips and short walks around 
the property. Guests at Capofaro who want 
to explore Salina’s other towns should rent a 
scooter or car, which the resort can book. Boat-
ing excursions to the other islands, including 
dramatic Stromboli and jetset favorite Panarea, 
can also be arranged. 

Who Should Stay: Travelers looking for 
some relaxation at the end of a busy trip and 
those who want to explore the Aeolian Islands 
but don’t want to spring for a yacht. Be aware 
that the staff at the Capofaro is quite young, 
and although members are eager and sweet, the 
service is inconsistent. Also, the resort offers 
very little for children to do, and the setting is 
supremely romantic, so families should book 
elsewhere. Read Indagare’s full hotel review.

Capofaro Resort on Salina

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/italy/aeolian-islands/hotels/capofaro-malvasia-resort/
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Exploring Athens
In the Greek capital, ancient history informs the tastes, sounds and 
experiences of modern life. Indagare contributor Gisela Williams 
tells you all you need to know to ace the city.

In recent years, Athens’s con-
temporary culture has been 
drawing almost as much 

attention as its storied past. It’s 
worth spending two or three 
nights in the city before head-
ing to the islands.

EAT
For an ancient city, Athens’s 
culinary scene is decidedly 
modern, with an emphasis on 
locally sourced ingredients.

Eat at Milton’s
Set on a corner of Adrianou, a 
popular shopping street, Eat 
at Milton’s is an airy patio res-
taurant serving fresh and deli-
cious seafood dishes, including 

upscale takes on such regional 
specialties as squid ink risotto 
and salade niçoise. 91 Adri-
anou; 30-21-0324-9129.

Funky Gourmet
Recently awarded its second 
Michelin star, this restau-
rant serves dishes that are as 
cutting-edge as its neighbor-
hood: the gritty Kerameikos-
Metaxourgeio. Occupying a 
modern glass box of a room in 
a neoclassical building, Funky 
Gourmet offers a chef ’s menu 
full of surprises, like Greek 
bottarga with white chocolate 
and a smoked ice cream sand-
wich. 13 Paramithias; (30) 
210 524 2727.

Clockwise: The Acropolis; a dish from 
Funky Gourmet; Queen Calliope boutique; 

a relief at the Acropolis Museum

Papadakis
Owned by one of the most 
beloved celebrity chefs in the 
country, Argiro Barbarigou, 
who has cooked for such ce-
lebrities as Pierce Brosnan and 
Carla Bruni, this cozy, airy res-
taurant specialized in seafood, 
from grilled octopus stewed 
in honey to lobster pasta. 15 
Fokilidou; 30-210-360-8621.

Varoulko
Many Athens’s insiders love 
this restaurant, especially the 
fish dishes, like Greek risotto 
with crayfish. Equally adored 
are the view of the Acropolis 
from the terrace, and the chef, 
who was one of the first in 
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to Greece to win a Michelin star 

for a fish restaurant. 80 Pireos; 
30-21-0522-8400.

SHOP
For upscale shopping, head to 
Kolonaki, where the city’s well-
heeled citizens like to spend 
their drachmas. There are also 
a multitude of local markets, 
or agoras, which offer great 
local color.

Original Kores Pharmacy
Now a global brand support-
ing more than 10,000 Greek 
farming families, the Kores 
natural beauty line was born 
in this small pharmacy in 
Athens. Don’t miss the cultish 

Wild Rose overnight mask and 
cough-relieving syrup made 
with honey and aniseed. 8 
Eratosthenou and Ivikou; 30-
210-722-2744.

Mageia
This fashionable gem, owned 
by the talented jewelry de-
signer Iliana Makri, carries her 
iconic earrings and pendants 
as well as a smart curated mix 
of labels like Rick Owens and 
The Row. 18 Haritos; 30-21-
0724-0697.

Queen Calliope
The boutique of Greek Ameri-
can photographer and stylist 
Calliope Karvounis sells boho-

chic clothing and accessories. 9 
Irodotou; 30-210-721-1821.

SEE & DO
More than anything, Athens 
is a city of history. The ancient 
monuments are remarkably 
well preserved and held in 
the highest esteem. However, 
the city’s past mixes well with 
the booming Athens arts and 
cultural scene.

Acropolis Museum
A stunning, modern three-
story glass building with 
transparent floors, the new 
Acropolis Museum—designed 
by Bernard Tschumi Archi-
tects—manages to both com-
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Tale of Two Hotels
Athens’ two grand dame properties are owned by the same hotel group, and while both are reliable, 
there are some notable differences. Here’s how to choose.

Old	World:	King	George	Hotel
The King George’s 102 rooms have just the right touch 
of Old World elegance (parquet wooden floors, sweeping 
curtains and chandeliers) but are soundproofed and 
updated. Its Royal Penthouse Suite is often on the lists 
of the most luxurious suites in the world; it takes up the 
entire 9th floor and boasts its own terrace and pool with 
stunning views of the Parthenon. Many also appreciate 
the more intimate size of the property compared to the 
much larger Grand Bretagne which can be thronged with 
cruise ship crowds. Guests of the King George can use 
the gym and spa at the Grand Bretagne, but not the roof-
top pool. 3 Vassileos Georgiou A St.; Syntagma Square. 
Read Indagare’s full hotel review.

Athens	Legend:	Grand	Bretagne
Thanks to its central location and legendary reputation, 
the Grande Bretagne has long been the hotel of choice 
for almost all of the city’s visiting dignitaries. Its 19th 
century neo-classical facade opens up to an expansive 
Beaux-Arts lobby richly appointed with Persian rugs, rich 
mosaics and potted plants. The extensive spa is one of 
the best in the city, and even more prized is the hotel’s 
rooftop pool and café with views of Lycabettus Hill. The 
hotel’s size (it has 320 rooms and suites) means that it 
comes with lots of expected facilities, however, it also 
attracts the big conferences and groups from cruise ships 
so its lobby can, at times, feel a bit like a train station. 
Constitution Square. Read Indagare’s full hotel review.

pete with and complement the 
Acropolis itself. The gleaming 
façade reflects the Parthe-
non, only 300 yards away. 
Make sure to see the restored 
Caryatids. The famous, elegant 
female statue-pillars, which 
have watched the world go by 
from the Acropolis for more 
than 2,000 years, are on view 
through the end of the year. 
Indagare can also arrange for 
a tour of the museum and the 
Acropolis with an archeologist 
guide. 15 Dionysiou Areopagi-
tou; 30-21-0900-0900.

Cape Sounion
The best day-trip from Athens 
is a visit to Cape Sounoin, 
about an hour-and-a-half 
drive. Time your arrival at the 
Temple of Poseidon, the defin-
ing landmark of Cape Sounion, 
at just before sunset. If you 
don’t want to travel that far, 
another favorite twilight haunt 
is the café at the peak of Lyca-
bettus. Arrive by hiking up a 
path that begins at Aristippou 
Street in Kolonaki or take the 
funicular that departs Ploutar-
chou and Aristippou Streets.

Indagare Tours: Behind the 
Scenes Greece
Indagare can connect you to 
an innovative tour company 
that opens doors throughout 
the country, offering a mix of 
adventurous and insider tours. 
One of the most interesting 
in Athens is a recreation of an 
ancient Greek meal served in 
the historic Athens home of a 
Greek archaeologist; recipes 
were sourced from old literary 
sources and the tableware 
is borrowed from a local 
museum.

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/greece/athens/syntagma-square/hotels/king-george-hotel/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/europe/greece/athens/syntagma-square/hotels/grande-bretagne/
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giving back

Reading Glass Project
Indagare founder Melissa Biggs Bradley discovered a brilliant travel initiative that 
has been changing the lives of merchants and craftsmen around the world.

When I was in Hanoi earlier in the year, 
I met a gallery owner who introduced 
me to a brilliant travel initiative 

called the Reading Glass Project. Mark Rapo-
port, co owner of 54 Traditions, specializes in 
the crafts of Vietnam’s ethnic minorities. Over 
the years, as he traveled into the hills of north-
ern Vietnam, he found that many of the older 
weavers could no longer work at their trade be-
cause they could not see their work up close. He 
began bringing them magnifying, or reading, 
glasses and suddenly they could resume their 
work. With a simple pair of inexpensive glasses, 
he could restore their livelihood. A friend who 
was visiting from New York was so inspired by 
the power of this project that she decided to 
expand the initiative. When Jackie Hunsicker 
brought fifty-three pairs of glasses to women in 
the foothills of the Tonkinese Alps, she had been 
so moved by the impact that she founded the 
Reading Glass Project to make it easy for other 
travelers to make the same kind of difference.

“It was astounding how something so small, 

a pair of reading glasses, could have such a pro-
found impact on these people’s lives,” she says. 
Since then she has created inexpensive, virtually 
indestructible glasses of varying strengths that 
travelers can buy for a $1 a pair (the cost is tax 
deductible). Thousands of them have been given 
out in thirty-five countries. 

We added Brazil to the list when we went on 
the last day of our Brazil Indagare Insider Trip 
to the Santa Marta favela and gave out forty 
pairs. We followed Jackie’s advice and brought 
postcards so people could test the varying 
strengths. Word spread as we moved through 
the favela. Some led us into the houses of older 
ladies. Others came out to meet us and show us 
broken glasses that they had not been able to 
repair. We had met so many interesting Brazil-
ians on our trip—from billionaire Bernardo Paz 
to graffiti activist Mundano—but the smiles of 
the Santa Marta folks are the ones that I will 
remember most clearly. As Jackie says, “Why 
settle for being a tourist when you could be a 
hero?” www.readingglassproject.org.
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Perched on a spit of land reaching into 
the North Sea, St Andrews is as famous 
for its ancient university as it is for being 

the home of golf. Today, the village of just three 
streets celebrates its past and welcomes visitors 
doing circuits of Scotland as well as add-ons to 
time spent in Edinburgh, roughly an hour to the 
southwest. The ideal visit to St Andrews is about 
two nights, unless you are planning to play 
multiple rounds of golf (in which case, a 4-5 day 
stay should be sufficient).

Founded in the early 1400s, the University 
of St Andrews is the third-oldest educational 
institution in the English-speaking world, and 
is consistently named the third best university 
in the U.K. (Oxford and Cambridge claim the 
top two spaces in both categories.) Student-led 
tours of the campus are available and highlights 
include St. Salvator’s Quad and adjacent halls 
(Prince William and Kate Middleton’s one-time 
home), individual school buildings along the 
oceanfront cliffs and St. Mary’s College and li-
brary. Steeped in tradition, the university and its 
students revel in rituals that have been passed 

down over six centuries; on Sunday mornings, 
you’ll see students in their red gowns partici-
pating in the pier walk; the May Dip is when 
students bravely go for a swim at dawn to the 
soundtrack of madrigal song.

The 12th-century Roman Catholic cathedral 
was Scotland’s largest structure at the time of 
its erection and has deteriorated into beautifully 
haunted ruins since the Scottish Reformation 
in the 1500s banned Catholicism. The nearby 
castle overlooking the sea was built at the same 
time to house the cathedral’s bishop. There is a 
small but good museum attached to the castle.

Golf in St Andrews is centered around the 
Old Course, arguably the sport’s most famous, 
which claims to be the “home of golf.” Host to 
numerous British Open championships, the 
links course is one of the world’s most difficult 
due to the unpredictable weather and winds 
that come off the nearby North Sea and West 
Sands beach. St Andrews boasts multiple other 
courses, including the stunning Kingsbarns. In-
dagare members can contact our bookings team 
to arrange rounds of golf or a special guided 

Royal & Ancient St Andrews 
Cobblestoned streets and vine-covered stone buildings 
distinguish Scotland’s most charming town, whether 
you are visiting for schooling or sport.

escape
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round with a PGA professional. Other activities 
that Indagare can arrange include private tours 
of the town, falconry experiences, horseback 
riding trips and biking excursions.

Scotland’s outdated reputation for subpar 
cuisine is challenged in St Andrews’ handful of 
excellent eateries. Favorite lunch places include 
the charming, student-favorite North Point 
Café (24 North St; 44 1334 473997), traditional 
Scottish Doll’s House (3 Church Sq; 44 1334 
477422) and sleek Seafood Restaurant, which 
hangs out over the water (Bruce Embankment; 
44 1334 479475). There’s no better place for 
a pint than the Jigger Inn, which sits just off 
the 17th hole of the Old Course (Old Station 
Rd; 44 1334 474371). Excellent dinner options 
range from the trendy Mitchell (112 Market St; 
44 1334 441396), a former butcher shop, to the 
traditional, Michelin-starred Peat Inn (Cupar; 
44 1334 840206) and formal Adamson (127 
South St; 44 1334 479191).

Read more reports on Scotland on www.indagare.com 
and contact us for assistance planning a trip.

WHERE TO STAY
Old Course Hotel
The most upscale option in St Andrews sits on 
the world-renowned golf course and offers several 
dining venues and an excellent spa. Located a ten-
minute walk from town, the contemporary property 
offers 144 luxurious rooms and sweeping views 
stretching into the regal landscape. Even non-
golfers will find the property imbued with charm and 
sophistication. Old Station Road; 44 (0) 1334-474-
371; www.oldcoursehotel.co.uk

Hotel du Vin
St Andrews’s newest hotel is set on the Scores, the 
most beautiful street in town. With just 36 rooms, 
the property boasts an enviable location between 
the golf course and center of town. The newly 
spruced up digs include a chic restaurant, lively bar 
and romantic garden, but there is still no gym or 
spa. Request a seaview room. 40 The Scores; 44 
(0) 8447-489-269; www.hotelduvin.com

Rufflets 
This charming country house hotel, located a few 
miles out of town, feels like staying at an aunt’s 
elegant house. The living room and pub-like bar 
are often sprinkled with golfers, and the beautiful 
gardens make for an idyllic pre-dinner stroll. The 
27 individually appointed accommodations, spread 
throughout the main house and adjacent guest-
house, include family rooms and suites, and there 
are an additional three cottages. Strathkinness Low 
Road; 44 (0) 1334-472-594; www.rufflets.co.uk

From left: Duke’s course; a dish at The Peat Inn; the 
pool and a Deluxe Suite at the Old Course Hotel

http://www.oldcoursehotel.co.uk
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destination report

Botswana
Melissa Biggs Bradley and Daisy Finer report on the best of this magical African 
country, home to mind-blowing game viewing and vast unspoiled wilderness.

We	Know	More…
Our team is con-
stantly traveling, to 
give you the most 
relevant and up-to-
date recommenda-
tions and itineraries.

We	Think	More…
We are frequent 
travelers and we 
pool our knowledge 
and members’ feed-
back to tweak the 
details of your trip. 

We	Care	More… 
There’s no such 
thing as a “best” 
hotel or destination. 
We customize all 
your trips based on 
your preferences.

We	Do	More… 
Think of us as your 
advocates who go 
above and beyond 
to ensure that each 
trip is packed with 
special touches.

We	Get	More… 
We secure special 
rates and amenities 
at hundreds of prop-
erties worldwide, 
including upgrades 
and VIP treatment.

Book My Trip: The Indagare Advantage

There is no bookings fee for Indagare members. Contact us at 212-988-2611 or bookings@indagare.com.

A landscape so incredibly beautiful it seems like 
a dream, teeming with wildlife and sensational 
camps, Botswana is Africa’s biggest success 
story. With an economy kick-started by the 
discovery of diamonds in 1967, the country has 
a remarkably stable government and the highest 
GDP on the continent. Moreover, its tourism ef-
forts stress high quality and low volume to offer 
one of the most authentic and mind-blowing 
wildlife experiences on the planet. Botswana 
is about the same size as France yet has a 
population of only 1.8 million, nearly half of 
whom have jobs connected with hospitality and 
conservation. The best wildlife encounters—and 
we’re talking up close and personal—are to be 
found in the vast private reserves, or conces-
sions, into which the land has been divided. 
These are leased out to top-notch safari compa-
nies, which are required to train and employ lo-

cal people and to give back to native communi-
ties in exchange for the privilege of being there. 
The government believes that high-end camps 
catering to a small number of luxury safari goers 
will have less impact on the environment than 
budget tours attracting a multitude of travel-
ers. So, yes, Botswana safaris will definitely cost 
more than ones in South Africa, Zimbabwe, 
Zambia, Tanzania or Uganda, but those who 
spring for a trip here will be rewarded with 
incredibly diverse ecosystems (desert, delta 
and plains) and the privilege of a wilderness 
experience that feels reserved for them alone. 
The Chitabe concession, for instance, has only 
twenty-four guest beds on a land area one and 
half times the size of Singapore, which has a 
population of 5 million. Now that is the luxury 
of true isolation.
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LAY OF THE LAND 
Botswana’s 231,000 square miles contain an 
enormous variety of terrain. The country can be 
divided into three main regions characterized by 
very different but equally impressive habitats: 
the Okavango Delta, the world’s largest inland 
delta, in the northwest; the Linyanti and Chobe 
area, in the extreme north; and the Makga-
dikgadi Pans, one of the largest salt flats in the 
world, covering an area the size of Portugal, 
within the Kalahari Desert in the north central 
area. We believe that the best Botswana itin-
eraries include a well mapped out mix of these 
areas, which all have different ecosystems and 
offer different activities, based on the time of 
year you are traveling. Contact one of our Africa 
specialists to discuss the best plan for you.

Okavango Delta
The Okavango Delta is a gigantic wetland 

paradise, green and bursting with life. It is 
located between the shallow fault lines of the 
Great African Rift Valley and is fed by the river 
of the same name, which originates in the Ango-
lan highlands hundreds of miles away. Shaped 
like a fan that, seen from space looks like a hand 
reaching into Africa, the Okavango Delta is the 
largest inland delta in the world and harbors 
such a rare and unique series of ecosystems that 
it was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site 
in 2014. As a wildlife habitat and place of stun-

ning natural beauty, it ranks with such iconic 
locations as the Serengeti and the Amazon. Be-
cause there is no agriculture or industry along 
the Okavango as it flows to the delta, the water 
is exceptionally pure and so supports a huge 
diversity of wildlife. 

With palm-fringed islands in a watery laby-
rinth, the Okavango is a magical landscape that 
teems with incredible biodiversity, including the 
largest concentration of elephants in the world, 
more than 530 species of birds, 160 mammal 
species and thousands of plants. It is a must for 
any safari visit to Botswana. Its 16,000 square 
miles, containing not a single telephone pole, 
electrical line or tar road, are home to some of 
the continent’s most fabulous safari camps.

Which of its many camps you should visit 
depends on the time of year and whether you 
want water-based or land-based activities or a 
mix. Okavango offers among the best water-
based excursions, and all Botswana safaris 
should include time here. The delta contains 
several concessions, and in many you can go out 
all day and not see another human soul. In the 
Okavango, notable camps include Abu Camp, 
Jao Camp, Vumbura Plains, Little Vumbura and 
Mombo and Little Mombo.

The Linyanti and Chobe areas
In the extreme north of the country, along the 

border with Namibia, is an area known as the 
Caprivi Strip or Okavango Panhandle. This is 
where David Attenborough’s Planet Earth, with 
all those glorious elephant shots, was made. 
Comprising the Linyanti River on the north 
and the Chobe National Park on the east, it’s 
one of the most remote and inaccessible parts 
of northern Botswana. It’s also one of the least 
visited. Since 2008, when the Savuti Channel 
began flowing again after being dry for decades, 
the area has boasted some of the best game in c
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destination report: botswana basics

 indagare plus Members who book 
through Indagare receive preferential rates  
and/or special amenities at the properties with the 
Indagare Plus symbol, as noted throughout this 
Black Book magazine. Indagare is also a Preferred 
Partner of Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts, which 
means that members booking through Indagare 
receive preferred rates, special amenities and VIP 
treatment at the brand’s properties worldwide.
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Clockwise from top left: Local Bush-
men at Jack’s Camp; meerkats; the 
dining room at Abu Camp; on the wa-
ter at Jao Camp; Botswana sunset; a 
tent at Jack’s Camp; a lion perched 
near Vumbura Camp 
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Africa, found not only in the Chobe National 
Park but in numerous  concessions, such as the 
Linyanti and Selinda. With its abundant rivers, 
swamps, marshes and forests, the area throbs, 
rainy season and dry, with a huge concentra-
tion of animals, including one of the densest 
concentrations of elephants. Tourists can also 
view zebra, giraffe, lion, ostrich, spotted hyena, 
cheetah and wild dogs moving up and down 
the Linyanti River. The notable camps here are 
Savuti, Duma Tua and Kings Pool.

The Makgadikgadi Pans
With its expanse of lunar-like salt flats, 

left behind when one of the world’s largest 
superlakes dried up thousands of years ago, the 
Makgadikgadi stands in stark contrast to the 
verdant, game-rich Okavango and Linyanti/
Chobe regions—indeed, to almost anywhere 
else on earth. You can go for miles without see-
ing grass or trees or hearing any sound but the 
crunch, crunch of your boots on the salt crust. 

Botswana’s Kalahari Desert, within which the 
pans lie, is its own world. But it is by no means 
an empty one. Inhabitants include brown 
hyenas, meerkat, gemsbok, springbok and the 
great black-maned Kalahari lion. 

When the rains come, the pans fill with water 
and become a breeding ground for huge flocks 
of flamingos (sometimes hundreds of thousands 
of them) and other migratory birds. In short, 
you won’t find the Big Five—lion, leopard, el-
ephant, rhino, buffalo—of the safari tick list, but 
you will have one of the most subtle and memo-
rable safari experiences of your life, especially 
when staying at acclaimed Jack’s Camp or San’s 
Camp. As one veteran guide told me, “Every sea-
son is the best season everywhere for someone 
in Botswana. It just depends who you ask.”

WHEN TO GO
The best time to visit Botswana is usually in 
the drier, cooler months, from April through 
November. The grasses are short and brown, 
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and the trees are leafless, making animals easier 
to spot. The Okavango Delta is flooded, so game 
is plentiful, and the desert areas are cooler. That 
said, every part of the year has advantages, as 
long as you are in the right area. The summer 
months, from October to March, are hotter and 
wetter but afford such highlights as the zebra 
migration and concentrations of predators in 
some areas. Most Botswana regulars prefer the 
desert in winter because the lunar landscape is 
at its most beautiful and you can focus on the 
smaller desert creatures. Some guides, however, 
love it in the shoulder seasons (April-May; Sep-
tember-October) despite the heat, because that 
is when visitors are more likely to see bigger 
game. Rates are generally considerably cheaper 
then too. The wet months (November-March) 
are the best for seeing migratory birds and 
babies. “We don’t have wet season but a damp 
season,” explains one long-time guide. “Our total 
rainfall is a foot of rain a year. It starts early 
December, when we tend to have two or three 

hot days and then an Old Testament storm for 
half an hour. Because of this you will get rain 
but also spectacular skies, short green grass 
and baby animals. Our high season is driven by 
demand, not quality of experience.” Fishing is 
not allowed between January and March but is 
great in the winter. Bottom line: Winter is ideal, 
but it is possible to create fabulous itineraries 
at all times of the year by carefully selecting 
camps in the right regions for wildlife viewing 
at that particular time. You might also want to 
avoid the delta during September and October, 
which are so hot that they are called the “suicide 
months” by some.

GETTING THERE 
There are no direct flights to Botswana from the 
United States or Europe. Safari goers must fly 
to Johannesburg and then take South African 
Airways or Air Botswana to Maun Airport 
(MUB), which is located in the middle of north-
ern Botswana (all regions listed here are in the 
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north). From Maun most operators will arrange 
either charter flights or ground transfers to their 
camps. Many visitors add a stay on the Zimba-
bwe or Zambia side of Victoria Falls before or 
after a Botswana safari, in which case they can 
fly into or out of Kasane in the north.

GETTING AROuND 
Travel around Botswana is done by small bush 
planes and jeeps, as there are no tar roads in the 
Okavango or between the main nature reserves. 
Once you arrive in either Maun or Kasane and 
clear customs, you will transfer to a light aircraft 
(usually either a twelve or six-seater plane) for 
a scheduled or private charter to your safari 
camp’s nearest airstrip. There are strict limits 
on luggage weight and size, so it is important 
to pack in appropriate bags—waterproof, 
soft-sided duffels are best—and as lightly as 
possible. When flying between camps, you will 

be told your departure time the night before, 
as schedules are set only a day ahead. Indagare 
will arrange internal flights between camps. 
Please note that scheduled charter flights—
those shared with other passengers—may make 
multiple stops between camps. If you want to 
avoid that, you need to book a private charter in 
advance. 

BASICS 
Language
Setswana is the national language, although 
English is widely spoken.
Time Difference
Central Africa Time (CAT)—for example, 9 
A.M. in New York is 3 P.M. in Botswana.
Currency
The pula (BWP), which in Setswana means 
“rain,” a blessing in the Kalahari Desert.

Mombo Camp in the Okavango Delta
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What to Read & See
“A life without stories would be no life at all. And stories bound us, did they not, one 
to another, the living to the dead, people to animals, people to the land?”  
~ Alexander McCall Smith

Reading	List	
The	No.	1	Ladies’	Detective	Agency	
series,	Alexander	McCall	Smith,	
1998-2014.	Set in Botswana’s 
capital Gaborone, this popular series 
(up to 14 books thus far) details the 
adventures of various characters, 
including Precious Ramotswe, Bo-
tswana’s premier lady detective. The 
books have also been adapted into a 
BBC/HBO series. 

Akimbo	and	the	Elephants,	Alex-
ander	McCall	Smith,	2007	—	The 
well-known author has written a 
series of novels for young readers on 
African adventures. This one follows 
the son of a game warden who is 
trying to thwart elephant poachers.

The	Colour	Bar:	The	Triumph	of	
Seretse	Kama	and	His	Nation,	
Susan	Williams,	2008. Botswana’s 
first president Seretse Kama was 
exiled for six years during the 1950s 
for marrying a white English woman. 
Williams details how the British gov-
ernment collaborated with apartheid 
South Africa to thwart the mixed-
race couple’s return to Botswana.

A	Detective	Kubu	Mystery	series,	
Michael	Stanley,	2009-2013. 
South African authors Michael Sears 
and Stanley Trollip – writing jointly 
as “Michael Stanley” – recount the 
fictional adventures of Botswana-
based Detective Kubu Bengu.   

The	Girl	Who	Married	a	Lion:	
and	Other	Tales	from	Africa,	
Alexander	McCall	Smith,	2004.	
Best-selling author Smith recounts 
folktales from Botswana and Zim-
babwe.

The	Field	Guide	to	Safari	Animals,	
Paul	Beck,	2008	—	A mysterious 
faux journal for children that follows 
adventurer Rebecca Mayhew on 
safari in 1924.

Nisa:	The	Life	and	Words	of	
a	!Kung	Woman,	Marjorie	
Shostack,	2000. Harvard anthro-
pologist Shostack tells the story of 
Nisa, a Kalahari tribe woman, using 
Nisa’s own words. It is a dense, 
fascinating and moving read. 

Twenty	Chickens	for	a	Saddle,	
Robyn	Scott,	2008. In this memoir, 
Scott details growing up in rural Bo-
tswana in the 1990s. Her father was 
a traveling doctor at small clinics and 
her mother home schooled Scott 
and her siblings. 

Whatever	You	Do,	Don’t	Run:	True	
Tales	of	a	Botswana	Safari	Guide,	
Peter	Allison,	2007.	Allison gives a 
hilarious account of his many years 
as a safari guide. 

White	Dog	Fell	from	the	Sky,	
Eleanor	Morse,	2013.	This novel set 
in 1976 Botswana tells the story of a 
black South African medical student 
fleeing apartheid, a white American 
woman and an English conserva-
tionist.

Viewing	List
The	Gods	Must	Be	Crazy,	Jaime	
Uys,	1980.	A comedic allegory 
about a traveling Bushman in 
Botswana who encounters modern 
civilization.

The	Gods	Must	Be	Crazy	II,	
Jaime	Uys,	1989.	The Bushman 
Xixo is back with more humorous 
adventures.

The	No.	1	Ladies’	Detective	Agency,	
BBC	and	HBO,	2004-2014.	Televi-
sion series based on the popular 
books, shot on location in Botswana.

The	Last	Lions,	Dereck	Joubert,	
2011.	This National Geographic 
Society documentary shot by 
award-winning Botswana filmmakers 
Dereck and Beverly Joubert, and 
narrated by Jeremy Irons, focuses 
on one lioness’s efforts to keep her 
cubs safe. 
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Botswana FAQ
Safari goers often debate the pros and cons of touring Kenya, Tanzania, South 
Africa or Botswana. Here, Melissa Biggs Bradley explains how to choose.

How does a visit to Botswana compare with 
one to South Africa? 
Bots fans will tell you that South Africa is really 
a large zoo, compared with the true wilderness 
and isolation of Botswana. However, you pay 
mightily for the privilege of being in a private 
concession: camps generally run between $700 
and $2,500 a night per person, depending on 
the camp and the season. But you will very 
rarely see other vehicles. A typical concession of 
100,000 acres has no more than sixteen guest 
beds. And the camps, although all relatively 
new—tourism didn’t really take off here until 
the 1980s—follow the old-fashioned model, 
meaning they are high-touch and magically 
merge a respect for nature with great design. 

In most lodges guests meet and mingle over 
meals, sitting down together for breakfast, 
lunch and dinner. This has been eliminated 
by the most luxurious camps, like Abu and 

Mombo, which offer individual dining and even 
Wi-Fi.  Interestingly a number of the repeat 
guests I met on my most recent trip had opted 
for the classic camps over the luxury ones just 
because they missed the camaraderie. Bottom 
line: the camps are not as flashy or resortlike 
as the most luxurious in South Africa, but the 
wide-open wilderness and down-home coziness 
cannot be beat.

How does Botswana compare to East Africa? 
With some of the most unspoiled wilderness in 
the world, Botswana is a paradise for nature lov-
ers. Whether you are fascinated by landscapes 
and ecosystems or birds, elephants or wild 
dogs, you’ll find some of the world’s best nature 
viewing here. And you can explore through any 
combination of game drives, walking safaris 
and boating activities. Instead of seeing Masai 
tribesmen, as you would in East Africa, you 

Abu Camp
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can visit with Botswana’s aboriginal San. This 
makes for a fascinating cultural exchange; their 
survival skills and understanding of climate and 
animals are amazing. 

Botswana, however, does not offer the wide-
open plains of the Serengeti. Nor will you see 
the Great Migration, which takes place only in 
East Africa. On your first day in East Africa, you 
may easily see all of the Big Five. In Botswana, 
you may never see a rhino, although you can 
feed and walk with elephants. East Africa 
tends to appeal to people who are taking their 
first safari, while Botswana attracts those who 
have already been on safari and are ready to 
go deeper. Tanzania provides a great intro, but 
Botswana wows the committed ones. 

What is the ideal itinerary? 
That depends on whether you are planning 
your first or your fifth safari and who is in your 
group. Are you a couple or a multigenerational 
family? Are you interested in fishing or birding, 
bonding with elephants or walking with the 
San? Do you have enough time to visit neigh-
boring countries like Zimbabwe or Zambia, 

to see Victoria Falls, or Namibia, to visit the 
sand dunes of Sossuvlei or the Skeleton Coast? 
The best itinerary matches camps to your 
group dynamics and interests in an order that 
deepens your appreciation and understanding 
of the variety of the country’s wilderness. This 
entails moving around by small plane (C280 or 
Caravan) and limiting your luggage, but you will 
be rewarded with knock-your-socks-off vistas 
and viewings daily. Contact one of our Africa 
specialists to discuss the best plan for you.

Is it worth the high price tag? 
Yes, if what you’re after is the luxury of space, 
exclusivity and the feeling of time travel. When 
you are looking at a lion, you are usually in the 
only vehicle around. And the 16,000-square-
mile delta system has not a single power line, 
telephone pole or fence or tar road. It could be 
2000 B.C. Carl Jung believed that the smells of 
Africa, particularly that of smoke from an acacia 
fire, trigger deep race memories. Man, after all, 
evolved in the Rift Valley in conditions similar 
to those in the Okavango. 

Jack’s Camp
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Botswana has an incredible range of safari 
camps in the country’s very different 
regions. Here is a sampling of some of 

Indagare’s favorites. Many more can be found 
reviewed on the site. Indagare’s Bookings Team 
can help customize the perfect safari itinerary 
for your group. Contact our team for help with 
your next trip: 212-988-2611.

Chobe/Linyanti
Kings Pool
Overlooking a slow-moving stretch of the 
Linyanti River where elephants often cross 
during the dry season, Kings Pool is located 
in what is considered by many experts to be 
the best spot on the planet for viewing these 
magnificent mammals. At a watering hole a 
couple of miles away is a brilliant underground 
blind from which you can watch them at water 
level, their trunks splashing about so nearby you 

could reach out and touch them. Elephants and 
hippos are the main attraction here. Although 
game drives can result in lion and leopard 
sightings, they are not as common as at other 
camps. But an abundance of other activities are 
available, from night drives and nature walks to 
river cruises and fishing.

The camp offers one family unit and nine 
lush tents, whose amazingly carved West 
African Dogon wooden doors open into vaulted 
spaces gloriously outfitted with African artifacts 
and enormous four-poster beds. Adding an 
extra dose of luxury are the polished teak decks 
and private plunge pools, where guests can 
wallow in the cool water while gazing out at the 
hippo-filled lagoon in front of the camp. There 
are two indoor showers in the putty-colored 
bathrooms , with a third situated on the terrace.  
In terms of facilities, there is a limited gym and 
a charming gift shop. The main lounge boasts a 

Top Lodges
Botswana boasts a wide array of camps, ranging from river-side enclaves to 
superchic tented retreats deep in the desert. Here are some Indagare favorites.

destination report: botswana camps
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terrace with circular seating around a bonfire, 
perfect for a romantic evening, if you don’t mind 
a soundtrack of hippos. Read Indagare’s review.

Duma Tau
The newest camp in the Linyanti concession, 
Duma Tau offers a superchic safari camp experi-
ence in the elephant-rich north of Botswana. 
Less than ten years ago, the Savute Channel 
was dry, but waters began flowing in the region 
again in 2008, and game has streamed in with 
it, making this one of the best wildlife spots 
in northern Botswana. Although the camp’s 
name, Duma Tau, means “roar of the lion,” the 
area’s varied landscapes—marshes, waterways, 
forests and grasslands—are home to one of the 
densest concentrations of elephants in Africa. 
In fact, the camp, which has ten tents, is set 
between two “elephant highways,” ensuring 
dramatic herd sightings. And guests can enjoy 

seeing them without the crowds that throng to 
neighboring Chobe National Park. In the course 
of a few days, you are also likely to see lions, 
leopards, giraffes, hippos and wild dogs. The 
camp offers day and night games drives, as well 
as nature walks, boating, barging and fishing, 
depending on the season. It accommodates no 
more than twenty guests, who are welcomed in  
a tented living area that looks like a backdrop 
for a Ralph Lauren ad campaign. The canvas 
walls roll up for full views of a lagoon that 
is part of the Linyanti River right out front. 
Wooden floors are covered with sisal rugs, and 
comfy couches invite lingering over wildlife 
books. African objects like straw baskets, large 
glass vessels, coconut wood mirrors and framed 
maps create the sense that this might be the 
home of a modern-day explorer or brilliant 
botanist. Boardwalks with rope railings lead to 
the ten guests tents, which include two family 

Left to right: A campfire and game 
drive at Vumbura Plains; cheetah 

cubs at Chitabe Camp; Abu Camp

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/africa/botswana_region/botswana-botswana_region/linyantichobe/hotels/kings-pool/
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suites. The tents have a modern, airy aesthetic, 
with wooden floors and a wall of floor-to-ceiling 
screens facing the water. Vintage trunks serve 
as bedside tables, and National Geographic 
magazines adorn the desk area. All of the tents 
have lovely outdoor seating areas, allowing you 
to admire the landscape and watch animals 
from your porch. Even the pool has a view of the 
lagoon, so you are never far from an amazing 
sunrise, a hippo parade or an elephant shower 
show. Read Indagare’s review.

Okavango Delta
Abu Camp
One of the Africa’s most-renowned safari camps 
for many reasons, Abu introduced elephant-

back safaris. Riding elephants in the wild 
should be on any nature lover’s bucket list. You 
will never forget the feeling of swaying on the 
back of a gentle giant, with its ears flapping and 
trunk snaking as an expert mahout steers it. 
The abundant wildlife of the Okavango Delta, 
including lions, leopards, wild dogs and other 
elephants, may cross your path, and since there 
is no roar of a Land Rover or boat engine, you 
will enjoy not just the sights but also the sounds 
of your spectacular, pristine surroundings. 

Abu occupies a concession of 450,000 acres 
in the middle of the delta, and the elephant herd 

is the core of any visit. But beyond sitting on the 
back of an elephant, what makes visiting the 
lodge such a powerful experience is the intimacy 
that exists between the elephants and their 
handlers, which you share during your visit. You 
meet the herd upon arrival and feed, ride and 
walk with the elephants, learning each animal’s 
name, story and personality. This adds a com-
pletely different aspect to the safari experience.  

Abu, which is named after one of the camp’s 
original elephants, was founded in 1994 by 
Randall Moore, an elephant expert who rescued 
orphaned calves from America and transported 
them home to pioneer elephant-back safaris in 
Botswana. Each of the six guest rooms con-
tains a book relating the fascinating details 

of his personal story and that of the herd and 
how he expanded it. Microsoft cofounder Paul 
Allen was so smitten by his visit to the came 
that he bought it in 2009. Many of the original 
elephants and their handlers remain, and some 
say that he has introduced a gentler routine for 
the animals, including eliminating the practice 
of chaining them in the bush. The main pavilion 
footprint remains the same, but Allen upgraded 
the décor in the public spaces and guests suites. 
He hired a stylish designer from Cape Town 
who added homey yet sophisticated touches like 
a library of African nature books and CDs, a c
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http://www.indagare.com/destinations/africa/botswana_region/botswana-botswana_region/linyantichobe/hotels/duma-tau/
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pizza oven, even a small outdoor gym (really just 
a rowing machine). The guest tents offer Wi-Fi 
(very slow) and copper tubs. 

In addition to rides on and walks with the 
elephants, which are at set times, guests can 
schedule game drives or trips by mokoru (small 
dugouts)  whenever they wish. The resident 
manager acts like a considerate and inventive 
host, providing “wow” moments like presenting 
a special book or screening a surprise movie in 
the bush, complete with popcorn. At the end of 
the day there are campfires, sophisticated sup-
pers and informal talks about the elephants and 
their conservation. This experience truly ranks 
as one of the most memorable in Africa. Read 
Indagare’s review.

Mombo
Located on Mombo Island, deep in the Moremi 
Game Reserve, Mombo is surrounded by an 
exhilarating variety of wildlife, which sometimes 
passes right through it. It’s not surprising that 
the camp is beloved by National Geographic 
photographers and film crews; the documen-
tary Eye of the Leopard was shot there in 2006. 
This part of the reserve is unbeatable for animal 
viewing: prowling cheetahs, prides of lions, 
strolling elephants and, most thrilling, juvenile 
leopards. Thanks to the abundant wildlife, game 
drives never lack excitement.

The accommodations are just as entranc-
ing. The living units and the walkways between 
them are six feet above the ground, so that Cape 
buffalo and other game can walk or doze in the 
shade underneath without having to duck their 
majestic heads. The camp has nine tents, which 
are so large they may be closer to pavilions. 
Inside are huge beds with clouds of crisp white 
linen and canopied mosquito nets, as well as 
great, squashy overstuffed sofas with velvet 
cushions. Outside are thatched salas (covered 
decks), which are angled to give panoramic 
views of the widest parts of the floodplain.

Even the most pampered guests will find 
the main facilities—gym, spa and two plunge 
pools—impressive. If you opt for a private 

lunch in the bush, the staff will even set up a 
bathroom, complete with toilet and sink. The 
kitchen turns out one gourmet surprise after an-
other, from sugar beignets for afternoon tea to 
“sticky chicken” for dinner and chocolate pecan 
pie for dessert. 

But Mombo’s most endearing attribute is 
its staff, whose members are so friendly it can 
be hard to leave. During a recent stay, the chef 
brought guests into the kitchen as they were 
checking out to give them just-baked chocolate-
chip cookies—a sweet reminder for the road of 
their time at the camp. Read Indagare’s review.

Left to right: a tent at Abu Camp; setting out 
lanterns at Kings Pool; sitting areas at Vum-
bura and Kings Pool; dinner at Abu Camp

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/africa/botswana_region/botswana-botswana_region/okavango-delta/hotels/abu-camp/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/africa/botswana_region/botswana-botswana_region/okavango-delta/hotels/abu-camp/
http://www.indagare.com/destinations/africa/botswana_region/botswana-botswana_region/okavango-delta/hotels/mombo/
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Vumbura Plains
Chitabe
The Chitabe concession, in the eastern part of 
the Okavango Delta, bordering the Moremi 
Game Reserve, is one of the richest wildlife 
zones in the country. It was established by the 
Botswana Department of Wildlife and National 
Parks and awarded as a lease to its current hold-
ers, Dave and Helene Hamman, in 1996 and 
then again in 2012. The Hammans opened the 
Chitabe and Chitabe Ledibe camps in 1997 and 
are still intimately involved in running them, 
although they are now part of Wilderness Col-
lection. The couple comes up to Chitabe from 
South Africa three or four times a year, and on 
each visit Helene, who has always overseen the 
camps’ design and refurbishment. tweaks the 
design somewhat. Her attention to detail comes 
through in everything, from the wine selection, 
to the guest room’s lovely Provençal-style light 
quilts on the beds and vintage-like suitcases 
containing the coffee and tea services to the 

tribal crafts in the lounge area and the leather-
bound books in the library.

The two camps each have eight guest tents, 
raised on decks above the marshland and con-
nected by boardwalks with rough tree trunks 
as railings. They all have polished wood floors 
softened by area rugs, as well as cozy club 
chairs with reading lamps and desk areas. Dave 
Hamman is a well-known photographer, and 
his black-and-white prints hang over each bed. 
Bathrooms have indoor and outdoor showers, 
and a tusk towel bar between the double sinks. 

The communal areas, in large thatched tree-
house-like structures, include a living room, 
dining room (meals are communal except when 
a private dinner is arranged for a special occa-
sion) and a small library tree-house with club 
chairs and a selection of Africa-focused books. 
On another deck is a small raised pool with 
loungers and great views of the floodplains. 
Helene Hamman has also been deeply involved 
with the camp staff, hiring each of them and 
working with many on continuing their educa-
tion and enhancing their skills by creating a 
training and learning center in the camp. So 
her team displays a distinct Chitabe pride and 
warmth that infects guests. 

Chitabe is a land-based camp. Activities 
include day and night game drives and, depend-
ing on the season, walking safaris, but these can 
only be done in winter when the grass is low 
enough to ensure guests’ and guides’ safety. The 
island on which Chitabe is located has many 
plains areas, so it supports lots of species like 
zebra, wildebeest, tsessebe and lechwe, which 
attract predators like lions, leopards, cheetahs, 
hyenas and wild dogs. The diversity of the mam-
mals here and the frequency of high-drama 
feline sightings make Chitabe a favorite among 
wildlife enthusiasts. Read Indagare’s review.

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/africa/botswana_region/botswana-botswana_region/okavango-delta/hotels/chitabe/
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Makgadikgadi  
Salt Pans
Jack’s Camp
Jack’s Camp, located deep in the Kalahari 
Desert, is a seriously special, atmospheric place. 
Don’t expect modern luxuries like minibars and 
butlers. Guests come to experience the land-
scape in all its natural beauty, to be educated, 
not coddled. It provides a full-on adventure for 
the whole family. The outstanding staff includes 
zoologists and biologists, among them Oxford 
graduates, all brimming with knowledge about 
the Kalahari and its inhabitants.

You can watch the meerkat research program 
in action, which will keep even the most restless 
fascinated for hours, or visit the biggest baobab 
tree in Botswana, or just be blown away by 
the desert. Or you can go quad-biking across 
the endless salt flats—so exhilarating—and 
eat under the superbly bright stars while kept 

toasty warm by hot coals on the ground under 
your seat. You can also enjoy fascinating walks 
guided by the locals.

The camp itself is half the fun, with wooden 
cabinets full of animal skeletons, photos of Jack 
(one of the legendary crocodile killers of Africa, 
now deceased) and his family, a long mess table 
dotted with pots of marmite and simple tents 
equipped with antique Indian four-posters, 
bucket showers and oil lamps. Be sure to stay 
for at least three nights or you’ll miss one of the 
highlights of your life: a surprise that the orga-
nizers manage to keep a secret even from those 
in the travel industry (we’re simply not allowed 
to tell you). You’ll want your grandchildren to 
come here, too. Read Indagare’s review.
Indagare Tip: June and July are considered the 
best times to visit because you really see the des-
ert in all of its arid glory. If a guide tells you that 
summer is the best time to visit, it is because he 
only understands big game.

Jack’s Camp

http://www.indagare.com/destinations/africa/botswana_region/botswana-botswana_region/the-makgadikgadi-pans/hotels/jacks-camp/
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Clockwise: Kids on safari; Mombo sightings; 
looking out for animals; Tubu Tree Camp pool; 
movement at Vumburu Plains; Kings Pool
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destination report: botswana for families

Indagare founder Melissa Biggs Bradley went 
on her first safari at age twelve, when she 
spent a month in Kenya. She was hooked 

then and has been back to Africa multiple times 
since, including for her honeymoon and with 
her own children. She believes it is one of the 
top trips anyone can take and that it is a partic-
ularly powerful bonding experience, especially 
for families. “In the bush every traveler is equal, 
whatever his age, so suddenly twelve-year-old 
boys and their dads are on the same learning 
curve,” she explains. “Many of our members 
come back from safari and swear that they have 
never felt so close to their children.” However, 
Bradley believes that some ages are better than 
others for children to go on safari and that it 
is essential to choose family-friendly camps, in 
addition to other considerations.

What are the best ages to bring children? 
The ideal ages for a kids’ first safari would 
be between twelve and eighteen. Of course, 
some families may want to bring younger kids 
because they don’t want to wait for the youngest 
to hit twelve. For mature eight or ten year olds, 
it can still be a great experience, but they may 
have a harder time with the long drives and 
the need to be still for two or three hours while 
watching animals. Some camps in malaria-free 
areas in South Africa have the staff and ac-
commodations to cater to very young children. 
Those in southern and East Africa, however, 
generally do not take kids under the age of six, 
and some camps will not accept children under 
twelve. Walking safaris may be limited to chil-
dren 16 or above. The great thing about being 
on safari with kids twelve to eighteen is that the 
whole family gets on the same routine—with no 
cell service–so you set out as a group, learning 
and viewing together. You share the thrill of 

tracking leopards or spotting elephants, and 
everyone is on the same wavelength, marveling 
at nature and animals, with no distraction or 
division. In a way everyone is returned to a pure 
state of wonder, but together.

What kind of camps work? 
Many camps have age limits and some do not 
take kids at all unless they are bought out on 
an exclusive base. This is primarily because of 
safety considerations. In many parts of Africa 
you need to be vaccinated and take malaria pro-
phylaxis.  Moreover, most camps are not fenced, 
so wild animals can and do wander in. Certain 
camps that do accept children have one- or 
two-family suites, so parents can be under the 
same roof or canvas as their children. Some also 
offer special activities geared to children, such 
as elementary star gazing, beginning photog-
raphy and catch-and-release fishing, as well as 
babysitters and swimming pools. We generally 
advise all families to reserve a private vehicle 
(these are limited) so that they are not sharing 
with other safari guests and can set their own 
pace and duration.

What are the best itineraries for families? 
Taking into consideration the kids’ ages, we 
build itineraries with some soft landing time 
after a long flight so that you have time to adjust 
to jet lag in more familiar surroundings than a 
wilderness lodge. Depending on your route, that 
could mean a night or two in Europe on the way 
or in Cape Town, Joburg or Dubai. Similarly, 
we think it is important to mix up activities 
and camps so that every day doesn’t consist of 
just game drives. Try to work in time riding 
elephants, exploring by mokoru or visiting Vic-
toria Falls and the Kalahari, and consider ending 
your trip with some time at the beach.

Family Friendly Safari?
To bring or not to bring the kids on safari? Indagare founder Melissa Biggs 
Bradley, who first went to Kenya at age twelve, shares her thoughts.
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CLOTHING
  3 pairs of light cotton pants (khakis or cargo 
pants; but not camouflage print as they are 
only to be worn by the army in many African 
countries. Note: skirts are not practical even 
in evening because of bugs)
 1 pair light cotton shorts
 4-5 pairs of underwear
 In winter months long underwear is useful
 4-5 pairs of cotton socks
  1 work-out outfit that can double as pajamas; 
yoga pants and long sleeved t-shirt
  4 cotton shirts long sleeved and short (I prefer 
button down-style because they breathe and 
provide good sun cover and work day or night)
  1 Fleece (mornings and evenings can be chilly, 
especially in July, August)
  Hiking boots (weather-proof, light-weight 
Merrells are great)
  Sandals (Tevas or flip flops for going to the 
pool or even wearing as slippers in your tent)
  Bathing suit (if your lodges have pools or you 
are going to the coast)
 1 Sarong/kaftan (for reason above only)
  Hat (wide-brimmed sun hat with a tie so it 
doesn’t blow off on game drives or boat rides 
are best because they cover neck and ears, 
which baseball caps don’t.)
  Backpack (You’ll want to have cameras, bin-
oculars, tissues etc… with you on game drives, 
and on flights you will want to keep valuables 
and toiletries with you, i.e. not checked)

INCIDENTALS
 Journal
  Camera (see Point & Shoot, page 52) 
 Medicines (see below)
 Sunscreen
 Toiletries
 Bug spray

Safari Packing Advice

 Binoculars
 Sunglasses
 Scarf and gloves
 Wool hat
 Cash
  Gifts (pens, soccer balls or little notebooks 
make nice presents for children in villages if 
you will visit them)
  Africa-related books (An ipad is great for 
traveling because you can download a wide 
selection of books as well as favorite daily 
newspapers each day and it weighs virtually 
nothing) See our Library for suggestions

MEDICINE KIT
See your doctor before you leave for advice 
on what to bring, but, in addition to regular 
prescriptions, mine recommends the follow-
ing: Cipro (a strong but all-purpose antibiotic), 
Imodium, benadryl cream and pills, Neospo-
rin, Band-Aids, aspirin, motrin, Pepto-Bismal 
(chewable for kids and pills for adults) and cold 
medicine. I found traveling baby wipes great 
to have as well as granola bars and fruit strips 
(from health food store) for when the kids got 
hungry on a long game drive or plane wait.

Final Tips
  Pack in a soft, weather-resistant duffle bag as 
you will most likely be taking charter flights, 
and there are strict luggage limits 
  As there is no reason to dress up and laundry 
is done every day at camps, you only need to 
pack comfortable clothes for the bush. 
  Safari outfits and khaki colors may seem cli-
ché but they are practical; they don’t show dirt, 
don’t stand out in the bush and keep you cool 
and protected from the sun. 
  Leave valuable jewelry at home.

One of the most frequently asked questions we receive from members planning a 
safari is, What should I bring? Here’s a short list of how to pack for the bush. 
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Beretta
Versatile and functional, 
this lightweight Sport Safari 
Jacket keeps you comfort-
able in the bush. $148

Orvis
Made in the USA, the 
Gokey Heritage Duffle 
pairs durable canvas with 
full-grain leather. Matching 
monogrammed luggage 
tags are included  $250

Outdoor Research
The lightweight, 
breathable Tread-
way Pants offer SPF 
50+ protection from 
the blazing African 
sun. $69

Moleskine
The new Voyageur Trav-
eler’s Notebook is great for 
recording your trip in words 
and images. $24.95

Outdoor  
Research

The Ghost Rain 
Hat combines 

functional design 
with great ventila-

tion. $78
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destination report: local legend

As someone who grew up in the wide-
open spaces of Botswana, Map Ives has 
lived in and been obsessed by wildlife 

his entire life. He was born in Francistown, but 
began working as a guide in Zimbabwe and 
South Africa because in the 1960s Botswana 
barely had a tourism industry. Over the years he 
has been instrumental in shaping Botswana’s 
approach to sustainable tourism. He studied 
with scientists but also learned about the Oka-
vango from Pete Smith, “the Okavango Man,” 
who spent more than two decades in the 1970s 
and 1980s traveling the waterways and islands 
of the Okavango. Ives says that Smith’s “ability 
to observe, collect and document the natural 
world was unmatched in my travels.” Ives has 
founded the Botswana Rhino Management 
Committee, worked on the Okavango Develop-
ment Plan and served as Wilderness Safari’s En-
vironmental Officer. This year he was appointed 
as Botswana’s National Rhino Coordinator.

What was it like growing up in Botswana? 
It is always difficult to answer this question, 
simply because I have nothing really to compare 

The Expert
Botswana native Map Ives 
speaks to Indagare about 
becoming the country’s 
official National Rhino 
Coordinator.

it to. It was during the late 1950s and 1960s, 
when the total population of Botswana was less 
than a million people, and there were miles and 
miles of wild space. It was absolute freedom. 

What are Botswana’s most unusual 
attributes? 
Even today Botswana has enormous space. Its 
wild areas are really huge, which is rare in the 
modern world. Our people are also extremely 
friendly, probably because they have not yet felt 
the pressures of massed humanity. The large 
wild areas also benefit from biodiversity, in that 
there are no restrictions in this open system.

Can you share some of your most amazing 
experiences in Botswana? 
I have been lucky to have had the ability to 
spend much time in the Okavango Delta and 
the Kgalagadi thirstlands. The Okavango, in 
particular, has been a thirty-year adventure and 
is an ongoing experience. This might sound a bit 
macro, but the complexity and delicacy of the 
Okavango system is such that finding out about 
the many aspects of it has taken a lifetime.
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What’s in a Name?
Learning the ways that animal groups are described is one a fun activity for kids. Here are some of the commonly 
known terms: a bask of crocodiles, an annoyance of bees, a crash of rhinoceros, a dazzle of zebras, a herd of 
elephants, a journey of giraffes, a leap of leopards, a murder of crows, a pack of hyenas, a pride of lions, a raft of 
hippos, a shrewdness of apes, a smack of jellyfish, a battery of barracudas, a coalition of cheetahs.

What about the Okavango still surprises you?
I often say, “I have lived here for more than 
thirty years and have never seen two years the 
same.” This is absolutely true. The dynamic 
nature of rainfall, temperature, sediment loads, 
animals movements, tectonics and abiotic 
factors such as fire make the Okavango so very 
different every year. In fact, it is so dynamic that 
each month is different each year. It has cycles 
of life so embedded in the ebbs and flows of 
water, light and vegetation that I am constantly 
surprised by the subtlety of the system.

How have the wildlife challenges facing Af-
rica changed in your lifetime? 
The most fundamental issue has been the rapid 
population growth, which is placing an increas-
ing load on our natural resource base. Africa, 
it is well documented, has a high level of rural 
poverty (how you measure that is unknown to 
me), but as they compete for comfort and luxury 
with the urban populations, they increasingly 
are turning to the natural environment to find 
means of making money. Wildlife’s best defense 
is going to increasingly be that it has to create 
opportunities and generate jobs and cash for the 
governments of those states.

What about in Botswana in particular?
Education. If the rural people can get access to 
better education and bring themselves into a 
more urban, earning society, they will under-
stand the importance of wildlife to the future 
of their nation and of the earth. Botswana 
has been doing an excellent job of improving 
education over the last three decades, and I can 
foresee that that improvement will continue. 
The only problem may be that foreign organized 

crime may get our people to use wildlife as a 
means to generate huge illegal money.

What do you hope to accomplish as National 
Rhino Coordinator? 
My main thrust will be to reestablish the trust 
between Botswana and other rhino-range states, 
which has been strained in the past through 
inefficient management of our rhino popula-
tions. I also hope to implement a new National 
Rhino Strategy and to forge partnerships with 
international donor agencies so that our rhino 
populations can enjoy sustainable management.

What do you think are the places that a first-
time visitor cannot miss on a Botswana trip? 
This will probably sound like a bite from our 
own national Botswana Tourism Organization’s 
material, but besides the Okavango and Chobe 
areas, I recommend that people consider the 
unbelievable wilderness of the Kalahari. You 
have to go there to appreciate the sheer magnifi-
cence of the space available and the unbeliev-
able adaptations to living in a thirstland. Make 
an itinerary that includes both desert and delta.

What are the most important ways that a 
safari in Botswana is different than one in 
other southern African countries? 
I return to the space theme. We have a national 
tourism policy that stresses low environmental 
impact from visitors, so our wild areas have 
lodges and camps that are all small and sur-
rounded by hundreds of square miles of wild 
land, thousands in some cases. If you appreciate 
that biodiversity and wildlife need massive areas 
to be viable, Botswana is for you. After all, what 
can beat a safari in which you feel wild yourself?
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Whether you are on safari shooting 
wildlife or visiting European land-
marks with your kids, travelers want 

to capture the moment in a memorable way. So 
much of doing so depends on your equipment. 
Iphones take great pictures but there are times 
when you want better options. We asked some 
of our favorite travel and lifestyle photographers 
for their advice on best cameras. 
 
On safari, I want a good camera for wildlife 
shots but one that is not too complicated to 
use. What do you recommend?
Nils Schliebush: Stick to full-size reflex and the 
Canon 5D or 6D with both zoom lenses of 24-70 
and 70-200. The new lenses are super sharp. 

Rob Howard: On safari, I always bring two 
Canon 1DX bodies, with a few lenses, but my 
favorite lens is the Canon L Series 300MM F2.8 
lens. It just feels right in my hands, and I’ve 
been able to get some wonderful images with it 
over the years. 

Miki Duisterhof: I recommend the Canon 
Rebel to many of my amateur friends, and they 
love it. A bit more than a snap-shot camera, but 
not as complicated as a professional camera.

Graciela Cattarosi: I’ve always been a fan of 
Nikon, it was my first camera. I love the fact 
that all their lenses are compatible even if you 
have a film camera. The Nikon N series is great.

What are your tips for a non-professional? 
Nils Schliebush: Keep shooting raw and keep 
your images organized and cataloged. On a 
mobile device, use several apps to get the results 
nobody else will.  

Rob Howard: I keep things very simple; I 

always shoot in raw format, then edit in bridge 
and any enhancements I want to do, I do in 
Lightroom or Photoshop. Simple.

Miki Duisterhof: Be in your experience what 
ever you are shooting! Observe. iPhone has 
awesome apps now. You can play around with a 
ton of them putting on different filters and film. 
I like hipstamatic.

Graciela Cattarosi: I use Aperture from Apple. 
It is pretty good and not too complicated.
And is easy to buy. Just download it. 

Any other advice? 
Rob Howard: My advice is not to worry about 
the technical aspects; just pay attention to the 
light and shoot, shoot, shoot! I guess you could 
call it the “kiss” method: keep it simple. 

Graciela Cattarosi: Think in the moment. 
Don’t think you can fix anything post produc-
tion. This will make you work harder for a bet-
ter image and also be more creative.

More information on the photographers can be found at: 
robhoward.com 
www.prestonschlebusch.com 
www.mikiduisterhof.com 
www.gracielacattarossi.com
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Point and Shoot
Some of Indagare’s favorite photographers share the camers they prefer to take 
into the bush to get up close and personal with the wildlife. 

The Leica M Monochrom is more powerful than it looks, pro-
ducing breathtaking, 18-million pixel-count images. $7,779
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The capable Nikon V3 is durable and has built-in 
wifi for easy image sharing. $1,197

Smaller than the V3 (left), the powerful Nikon V2 is 
compact but doesn’t sacrifice quality for size. $800

Scenes from safari by Rob Howard
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destination report: botswana logistics

Passports and visas
Passports are required by all foreign visitors and 
must be valid for six months after the intended 
departure from the country. If you are going 
to South Africa, be sure you have at least two 
consecutive or side-by-side blank pages. Our 
recommendation is three pages, or even four if 
you are traveling through more than one coun-
try on your journey. Children traveling with only 
one of their parents must have a notarized letter 
from the other parent allowing their visit.

Medical
The CDC recommends that travelers to Bo-
tswana who are planning to spend a lot of time 
outdoors consider taking a malaria prophylaxis 
drug. This is a decision for you to make with 
your physician, based on your travel plans and 
medical history, including allergies. 

Luggage
Light aircraft have a strict limit of fifteen 
kilograms (thirty-three pound) per person for 
bags, including hand luggage, depending on 

your destination. Exceptions are not generally 
made, since the weight restrictions are for safety 
reasons. No hard suitcases are allowed. Soft 
duffle bags are the best choice and maximum 
dimensions are 10 x 12 x 24 ins.

Communications
Most safari lodges and camps are located in 
very remote areas and generally do not have 
telephones or Internet.

Transportation
To reach remote camps, you must travel by light 
aircraft (generally either Cessna Caravans or 
C280s), which carry six to twelve passengers. 
Scheduled charters may make multiple stops 
between camps, but it is possible to reserve 
private direct charters. At camp you will spend 
many hours in open 4x4 vehicles on bumpy 
roads. Vehicles carry at most six to nine guests. 
Unless a private vehicle and guide have been 
booked in advance, expect to be sharing your 
vehicle with other camp guests. Private vehicles 
and activities can be secured at an additional fee.

Know Before You Go
All Indagare safari goers receive extensive planning documents, including packing 
and reading lists and predeparture checklists, to help them prepare for a trip.
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Bordered by Namibia to the west, Zambia to the north 
and South Africa to the south, Botswana is perfectly 
situated for trip extensions to those countries. Here are 
four experiences that can be easily added to a Botswana 
safari itinerary.  

City	Getaways:	Cape	Town	&	Winelands
A perfect combination of town and country exploration is 
offered in South Africa. Cape Town is a vibrant metropolis, 
with fascinating sights, acclaimed restaurants and a stun-
ning seaside setting, overseen by Table Mountain. A short 
hour-long drive outside the city lie the Cape Winelands, 
home to some of the world’s most acclaimed wineries 
and a few truly memorable hotels.

Desert	Beauty:	Namibia
Travelers eager to get away from the crowds are seeking 
out Namibia, in particular its Namib Desert and Skeleton 
Coast. Trips here are less about animal viewing (although 
black rhinos, desert elephants and plains game abound) 
and more about cultural immersion and experiencing the 
unique nature via privately guided safaris, which often 
involve helicopters and mobile camps.

Adventure/Sporty:	Zambia	&	Victoria	Falls
Famous for unrivaled walking safaris, canoe trips and 
fishing, Zambia is a good choice for adventure-seeking 
travelers. South Luangwa National Park is renowned for 
its wildlife, including lots of hippos and crocodiles. Zambia 
itineraries should also include the massive Victoria Falls, 
which border Zimbabwe.

Beach	Sojourn:	Seychelles
A trip to this group of more than one hundred islands in 
the Indian Ocean is easy to combine with a South African 
safari. A renowned honeymoon destination, this pristine 
and beautiful destination has a rich culture of its own. 
More than 90 percent of the population is Seychellois, 
and the locals, who are trilingual in French, English and 
Creole, are lovely hosts. They take great pride in their 
country and actively work to preserve sustainable tour-
ism, as well as to protect the indigenous wildlife and the 
local flora and fauna.

For	help	planning	a	trip,	contact	out	Bookings	Team	
at	212-988-2611	or	bookings@indagare.com.

Beyond Botswana
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quiz: botswana wildlife

Spots and Stripes
Botswana has some of the world’s best game viewing. Test your bush knowlege by 
identifying the animals below. 

A: Giraffe; B: Elephant; C: Lion; D: Leopard; E: Rhino; F:Cheetah; G: Hyena; H: Hippo; I: Springbok; K: Meercat

This animal...
has spots that are like 
human fingerprints: 
no two have the exact 
same pattern and its age 
can be determined by 
them. It also has a two 
foot long tongue.

This animal...
is the fastest land animal 
in the world. It also can 
make distinct facial 
expressions to signify its 
moods

A F

This animal...
hates peanuts; is so in-
telligent it can recognize 
itself in the mirror; and 
a female will only leave 
her herd if she dies or is 
captured.

This animal...
was domesticated by 
the Ancient Egyptians 
and lives in groups of up 
to 100. Each clan is led 
by a matriarch.

B G

This animal...
may sleep up 20 hours 
a day and the sounds it 
produces can be heard 
up to five miles away. 
The darker its fur, the 
healthier the animal. 

This animal...
has a name that means 
river horse in Greek, and 
they are the most dan-
gerous animal in Africa. 
Its milk is pink.

C H

This animal...
is a solitary, isolated 
animal that prefers to be 
alone and will go out of 
its way to avoid other 
animals

This animal...
has a name that means 
jumping goat in Afri-
kaans and lives in some 
of the largest herds in 
the world. It’s also the 
symbol of the South 
African national rugby 
team.

D I

This animal...
lives in a herd that is 
called a “crash” and its 
babies born in the wold 
almost never meet their 
fathers. 

This animal...
is immune to poison and 
the consumption of such 
creatures as a scorpion 
doesn’t harm them. 
They live in huge groups 
and each member has a 
specific job.

E K
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“I never knew of a morning in Africa 
when I woke up and was not happy.”
~Ernest Hemingway
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